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Celebrating 40 years of GV
women's athletics, B1

Former GVSU
student receives
probation sentence
By Lauren Fitch
GVL News Editor

BlaineCronn, 19, was sentenced
on Monday to 60 months probation
for sending threatening e-mails to
individuals at Grand Valley State
University.
Judge Edward Post, of the
Ottawa County 20th Circuit Court,
added $31,973.79 in restitution,
300 hours of community service,
adherence to all recommended
mental health treatment and
various smaller fines to Cronn’s
sentence.
Post described Cronn’s offense
as “extremely serious” and said he
should be grateful to GVSU for
how it handled the case.
“If GVSU had been here
demanding their pound of flesh,
you would have gone to prison,”
Post said in his sentencing
statement. “You should thank
them.”
The trial started 40 minutes late
and while waiting, Cronn stared
straight ahead seemingly unaware
of the courtroom around him.
He acknowledged only his
parents and his lawyer, David
Dodge.
Once called to the stand, Cronn,
former GVSU student from Cedar
Springs, Mich., apologized for his
actions.
“I’ve learned life is a sum of
all the choices we make,” Cronn
said on the stand. “I've made some
good choices and some bad. I want
to continue to make good choices.
I’m terribly sorry.”
The sentence was in response
to his plea as guilty of making a
false terrorist threat via e-mail in
October 2008.
Dodge said he thought the
GVSU Department of Public Safety
and the Ottawa County prosecutor
were very professional.
He added the sentence to be a
fair resolution.
news @ lanthorn .com

RecycleMania
collects 25,020
pounds so far
By Amanda Lechel
GVl / Ellen Hensel

Budget increases: The Board of Trustees approved a 3.8 percent increase in the room and board budget Tuesday at their meeting.

Board approves $2.2 million extra
in university housing budget
By Ellen Hensel

experienced an overflow of housing
applicants, forcing more than 1,000
GVl. Assistant News Editor
students to find housing elsewhere.
The new housing complex can
At the board meeting held at the
now begin as the Grand Valley State Eberhard Center on the Pew Campus,
University Board of Trustees approved Housing Director Andy Beachnau
$2.2 million for the housing budget.
presented the numbers for the winter
In the Tuesday meeting, GVSU’s semester.
Board of Trustees approved a 3.8 percent
Housing is now at
increase in the room and board
98 percent capacity,
budget, down from last year’s
“This budget
with
208
new
increase of 4.8 percent.
residents
and
466
increase is so
The
money
goes
to
students moving out.
maintenance
of
existing
that housing can
The
exodus,
buildings as well as construction
although
not
pay
for
itself.”
of new buildings, including the
unusual, is due to a
housing complex approved by
number of factors
the same board during their
including students
DANIEL ARONOFF
December meeting.
BOARD TRUSTEE
who do not return
Construction of new housing
second
semester,
comes in response to increasing
students who choose
numbers of students electing to live on to commute and students who graduate.
campus.
Daniel Aronoff, board trustee,
For the fall semester, GVSU said the increase in the budget helps

make housing a viable practice for the
university.
“This budget increase is so that
housing can pay for itself,” Aronoff
said. “We wish that students don’t have
to pay more each year for housing so we
have to have this modest increase so that
we break even on housing expenses.”
The state average for annual housing
budget increases is 4.2 percent. The
approved budget increase totals $2.2
million extra, half of which goes to
new construction and buildings with the
other half reserved for maintenance of
existing buildings.
Beachnau also presented information
regarding campus dining, adding 4,788
students have a meal plan with less than
half that number being required.
He said it is a credit to the university
and their Campus Dining.
Room and board costs for next year
See Board, A2

Two themes may be added to gen eds
Proposed additions to
count minors as themes,
offer custom-tailored
Liberal Studies Theme
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Managing Editor

General
education
requirements
are standard but can sometimes delay
graduation time. But the Faculty Senate’s
General Education Subcommittee may
have the solution.
In October 2008, Associate Professor
of Psychology Uirry Bums proposed the
creation of two new themes to the GES,
which would be an addition to the 23
themes already in existence.
The proposal allowed for minors to be
counted as themes as well as the addition of
a Liberal Studies Theme modeled after the
custom-made Study Abroad Theme.
“(This proposal) will not eliminate
themes.” Bums said. “It’s just one more
choice. I think the spirit of the process is
just two more options."
Bums added including minors as a
theme is only one solution. For students
who may wish more control when choosing
a theme, the Liberal Studies Theme will
allow students to self-select their courses
- within course groups - to match their
individual interests.
On Feb. 12, Student Senate passed
a resolution requesting members of the
Executive Committee of the Senate
prioritize their discussion and facilitate
conversation between the University
Curriculum Committee and the GES in
regards to the proposal.
“What the resolution is doing is asking
ECS to bring the UCC and GES together."
Bums said . “This is an issue of significance
to more than one committee and absolutely
I’m hoping to bring these two committees
with equal responsibilities to these
processes.”
At Friday’s Faculty Senate meeting.

GVl Photo Illustration / Brian 8. S«vald

Decisions: Some students struggle to fit theme classes, part of the GVSU's general education requirement, into their schedules A new proposal now
before the Faculty Senate's General Education Subcommittee may add minors as a theme as well as a Liberal Studies Theme that will be self directed

Penney Nichols-Whitehead. GES chair,
voiced her support of the resolution
by calling for a meeting on Monday to
continue discussion.
“The theme proposals brought before
ECS actually raise some very fundamental
questions about the nature of the General
Education lYogram at GVSU,” NicholsWhitehead said. “These questions will
require considerable discussion both
within and beyond GES. We’re hoping this

meeting will help up figure out how we can
best facilitate that discussion."
She added the mission of GES is to
ensure that students get the best general
education possible, so the main concern
of the GES is not with the addition or
subtraction of themes, but rather that any
changes do not jeopardize the quality of
GVSU’s general education.
UCC Chair Robert Adams said
he recognizes the proposals will give

students more flexibility in how the
theme requirement can be fulfilled, but is
concerned with implementation issues that
may arise.
“One possible disadvantage is that if
See Themes, A2

See more: Go to
the editorial and "Your
Insights" on A7.

GVL Staff Writer

A pound may not seem to be a
large amount, but 25,020 pounds
of recyclables can really add up.
During the first four weeks
of this year’s Student Senatesponsored
RecycleMania
campaign, Grand Valley State
University has already exceeded
expectations by recycling 25,020
pounds of materials.
This
a m m o u n t
“... it is
has
almost
doubled
an overall
the
weekly
feeling
recycling rate
as compared
that people
to 2008.
want to be
“I think it
is an overall
green.”
feeling
that
people want
to be green,”
ALEX LARUE
said Student
STUDENT
Sen.
Alex SENATE MEMBER
LaRue. “We
have not done
a whole lot
of advertisement this year, but
people are wanting to recycle on
their own.”
During
the
10-week
competition between universities
around the country, schools report
recycling and trash data and are
then ranked according to who
collects the largest amount of
recyclables per capita, the largest
amount of recyclables, the least
amount of trash per capita and the
highest recycling rate.
With each week's reports and
rankings, participating schools
can watch how their results
fluctuate against other schools.
“I think we are doing so well
this year because as an institute we
have instilled the core values of
sustainability into the students,”
said Toni Jones, graduate assistant
for the Student Environment
Coalition. “We already have a
good base of students who are
recycling on and off campus.”
Although a gain was expected,
LaRue said the jump was higher
than he thought possible.
“I expected a gain in recycling
compared to last year,” LaRue
said. “But we have exceeded last
year’s numbers by so much. I am
so proud of GVSU for that.”
After the third week of the
competition, GVSU was in fifth
place out of seven teams in
Michigan competing in the Grand
Champion competitive division.
The Grand Champion division
measures the percent of a school’s
total waste that is recycled.
GVSU has a cumulative
recycling rate of 22.16 percent.
Teams competing in both the
Per Capita Classic and Waste
Minimization competitions are
eligible to become the Grand
Champion
of
RecycleMania.
The Grand Champion will be
the school that, based on their
combined results, demonstrates
the greatest achievement in both
source reduction and recycling.
GVSU is in sixth place in
Michigan for the Per Capita
Classic competition, a competition
in which the schools see who
can collect the largest amount
of acceptable recyclables per
person.
On average, GVSU recycles
1.09 cumulative pounds per
See RecycleMania, A2
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thousands of students abandon
the traditional themes, then
what will those departments
that teach in the themes do with
the extra faculty?” Adams said.
“How will other departments
deal with a possible flood of
new minors?”
He added he supports the
general idea of theme review, but
does not feel enough discussion
has happened regarding the
impact of these proposals on
GVSU’s curriculum.
Lauren Vandyken, Student
Senate
Educational
Affairs
Committee member, said she
feels such discussion is over
due.
“We’ve had an issue with
themes from the get go,”
Vandyken said. “We have
received a lot of complaints
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from students in general and the comprehensively, rather than
thing that always sticks out is individually. Vandyken added
themes. Students feel no ties to she believes faculty governance
themes, they’re not recognized needs to address whether
for it - they’re just three odd students are really benefiting
from current
classes
you
thematic
need to take to
“We have received
sequences.
graduate.”
“By making
Vandyken,
a lot of complaints
students take
who works with
from students in
a theme that
the GES, said
general and the thing does not relate
graduation time
their major
and relation to
that always sticks out to
and
(one)
major are cited
is themes.”
they
don’t
frequently
as
care about, it
concerns voiced
extends their
by
students
LAUREN VANDYKEN
time at the
in regard to
SSEAC MEMBER
institution and
themes.
is not feasible,”
“When
Van
Dyken
themes
were
created, what was their purpose?” said.
Burns added the addition
Vandyken said. “Our resolution
stems from comprehensively of these themes to general
looking them over. We do feel education requirements has the
they have deviated from their potential to reduce cost and
reallocate resources in a time of
purpose.”
Themes are assessed every fiscal restraint.
“This would be considered
three years but are evaluated

a significant change.” said
Bill Selesky, Student Senate
EAC member. “(It’s) kind of
revolutionizing the general
education program, so the
university will be careful before
doing so. But I don’t think the
university will take issue with
the ideas.”
Selesky stressed, as did
Burns and Vandyken, neither
proposal is intended to end
themes, but rather, to provide
GVSU students a greater array
of options.
“I am completely in favor
of Liberal Studies,” Bums
said. “This (proposal) is not an
attempt to take over or remove
the themes. We are just trying to
offer some more options.”
Burns’ proposal will also
allow double-majors in two
different academic departments
exemption from the general
education theme requirement.

increased 1.3 percent and the
admissions office continues to
accept applications.
FYovost Gayle Davis said
steady enrollment is a credit to
the university’s appeal.
“The enrollment report was
positive for our future,” Davis
said. “The fact that it stayed steady
in most areas, and increased in
freshmen applications is great
in light of the bad economic
situation. Students are having to
make the tough decisions about
affordability and if they have the
money to attend schools. I think
the fact we are still attracting
schools and staying on target is
good news for us.”
Unrelated to housing, the

board also gave the final approval
to the North Central Association
accreditation offer, which comes
after four years of preparation
and self-study.
The approval means that for
the next 10 years, GVSU is part
of an elite group of Michigan
schools that boast official
approval from the association.
Davis said she sees this as
another positive outcome of
GVSU’s efforts to become a
more
nationally-recognized
school.
“The NCA approval is huge,”
Davis said. “It is setting our
school up for great things.”
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Conversation Starter Card

"Anger Is the great impediment
to forgiveness. When anger is
rooted out, love and forgiveness
arise naturally."
Brenda Shoshanna in The Anger Diet

0 The Campaign for

Love & Forgiveness

mmons at 48 west

are primarily determined by
freshman enrollment.
During
the
meeting,
preliminary
enrollment
information
was
presented,
painting a hopeful picture for
board members.
This year, the number of
students who are not from the tri
county area directly surrounding
GVSU increased, totaling 53
percent of the population.
The
total
number
of
applications as compared to last
year at this time remains the
same at 15,431.
Freshmen
applications

RecycleMania

alechel@ lanthorn .com
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Percent of Total Recycled Waste
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person.
In the Waste Minimization
competition, GVSU is in fourth
place with 4.93 cumulative waste
pounds per person.
GVSU claims third place for
the Gorilla Prize competition, in
which schools compete to see
who can collect the highest gross
tonnage of recyclables regardless
of campus population.
“I really hope that after the
competition is over GVSU can
keep these recycling numbers
up,” Jones said. “I honestly
thought the numbers from last
year’s RecycleMania were great.
The numbers that have come in
this year have really exceeded
my expectations.”
The
competition
will
continue until April 5, and the
2009 national winners will be
acknowledged in an awards
ceremony at the annual National
Recycling Coalition conference
in Portland. Ore. in October.
“For the past six or seven
years we have been trying
to make recycling at GVSU
more convenient,” said Steve
Lesser, GVSU Facility Services
operation supervisor. “It would
be great to see GVSU recycling
numbers keep increasing every
year.”
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Corrections
In Monday's issue of the Lanthorn it was mistakenly reported that the
West Michigan Career Connections and Health Career Day is next month
The event is Tuesday
It was also mistakenly reported that funds raised by the Faculty Staff
campaign are directed back into the university to fund things such as Relay
for Life. Gifts from the Faculty Staff campaign are actually designated by
each donor to go the fund of their choice.
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Security evicts 19 from Presidents' Ball for intoxication

Mews in Brief
By Lauren Fitch
Board of Trustees approves
land acquisition on Fillmore

In their meeting Tuesday,
the Grand Valley State
University Board of Trustees
approved acquisition of land
oft of Fillmore Avenue for
storage purposes.
The
property,
which
includes a 6jOOO-square-foot
warehouse, was purchased
from Grasman Real Estate
FIX" and is a quarter mile south
of campus. The land cost the
board $325XXX).
Jim
Bachmeier,
vice
president for Finance, said the
purchase will free space on the
main campus, but is not related
to a $52 million living, learning
and dining center approved by
the board in December for the
southern edge of campus.
The site also offers outdoor
storage. The purchase would
come from the university’s
Campus Development Fund.
ACG Cup competition to
award $5,000 to winner

Teams from four Michigan
colleges will gather at GVSU
Wednesday to compete in
the state finals of a business
competition that aims to give
graduate students experience
and the chance to win $5,000.
The
Association
for
Corporate Growth Western
Michigan is holding its
inaugural ACG Cup. The ACG
Cup is a competition designed
to give master’s of business
administration and master’s
■ of science finance students
i real-world experience while
networking with this region’s
top merger and acquisition
! professionals.
The finals will be held in the
; Loosemone Auditorium and is
open to the public.
;
During the finals,a new case
study will be presented to four
finalist teams, who will present
their recommendations and
j respond to judges’ questions
! for 30 minutes.
;
After all teams present, the
[judges will deliberate and the
; winners will be announced at
• the ACG Outstanding Growth
■ Award reception held in March
• at DeVos Place.
!
For more information about
I ACG Cup, visit http://www.
acgwmich .org/acgcup or call
ACGWM at (616) 732-7149.
Proposals being accepted
for teaching program

Proposals are now being
accepted to for the ninth annual
Teaching and Learning with
Technology
Symposium,
which showcases innovative
methods of using technology
in the classroom.
The event is set for March 18
at Loosemore Auditorium and
Haggens-Lubbers Exhibition
Hall in the DeVos Center.
Criteria for proposals and
an electronic copy of the form
are available at http://www.
gvsu.edu/it/tech/. The deadline
for submission is Monday.
For more information,
contact
Kim
Ken ward.
Academic Computing, at (616)
331-2131 or kcnwarclk®gvsu.
edu.
Lanthorn Literary Edition
deadline on Friday

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
is seeking submissions for its
Literary Edition, which will be
published March 9.
The five categories are:
1. Art and Design
2. Illustration
3. Poetry
4. Photography
5. FVose/Short Story
The deadline is Friday at 5
p.m. and participants may enter
up to three submissions per
category.
All submissions must be
made by e-mail.
One entry from each
category will win $100, so
long as there are at least three
separate
participants
per
category.
Not all submissions will
be published and l^anthom
employees are not eligible to
win.
Entries or questions may
be directed to Managing
Editor Jenny Whalen at
managingeditor® lanthorn.
com or(6l6) 331-2893.

GVL News Editor

No matter how expensive the
dress, how high the heels or how
tight the tie, a college student is
still a college student and many
individuals displayed stereotypical
college student behavior by binge
drinking at F*residents’ Ball.
Pew Campus Security escorted
19 people out of Presidents’ Ball
due to their level of intoxication.
Allendale
Campus
Security
reported three more alcohol-related
incidents the same night of Feb. 6.
Though of legal age, three
people were denied admission to
the ball for being too intoxicated on
arrival, while security turned away
two minors after finding them in
possession of alcohol.
During the dance, 13 more
people were asked to leave as they
became too intoxicated. Four of
those individuals refused to leave
and were escorted out by the Grand
Rapids Police Department.
A minor in possession charge
was issued to one individual during
the dance but no others were given
on the Pew Campus that night.
On the Allendale Campus,
two students received MIPs after
returning from Presidents' Ball,and
one student was arrested for drunk
driving after recklessly pulling
See more: Visit
Lanthorn.com for a
web exclusive on GVSU's
credit card merchant
agreement.

into a parking lot on the way to the who could drink.
Minors wore red bracelets while
dance.
Kathy Ransom, manager of students 21 and older had green.
“Our goal is to look out for
Pew Campus Security, said student
behavior this year was consistent student safety,” Tibbe said. “We
with that of previous years.
want to make sure they have a great
She said some of the time.”
Tibbe cited the increased
improvements this year included
not serving drinks in glass bottles, security as the cause of the long
lines and even
which decreased
the reason why
the
number
“Students spend that
more than 200
of
medical
much on a dress and
students were
emergencies
from
people
getting their hair done turned away.
She
said
stepping
on
and then spoil it by
despite rumors,
and
glass,
tickets
were
the
increased
not acting as good as
not
oversold;
security
upon
they look.”
in fact there
admission.
was still room
Ransom
LEAANN TIBBE
for about 300
said this was
SPECIAL EVENTS AND
more students
the first year
PROMOTIONS ASSISTANT
in the ballroom.
security could
DIRECTOR
The increased
deny admission
security system
to individuals
who arrived intoxicated. She said slowed the lines, though, and left
this reduced the risk for people to many students waiting when the
doors dosed at 11 p.m.
overdose during the ball.
Charlie Terrell, vice president of
LeaAnn Tibbe, assistant director
for Special Events and Promotions, the Student Senate Public Relations
helped advise Student Senate in Committee, said the Student
Senate is taking into account these
planning Presidents' Ball.
She agreed with Ransom that concerns but overall the night was a
student behavior was typical of great success.
“The overall etiquette was
previous years, but she did not see
great,” Terrell said. “With more
all of it as positive.
“Students spend that much on than 4,500 students, there’s bound
a dress and getting their hair done to be some people drinking too
and then spoil it by not acting as much.”
Terrell mentioned the prices at
gcxxl as they look,” Tibbe said.
She said she observed plenty of the cash bar as a further deterrent to
students who were intoxicated but students becoming too intoxicated.
thought the wristband system was
news® lanthorn .com
effective in regulating the students

GVL Archive / Kim Miller

Waiting game: Students wait in the hall outside of the ballroom during this year's
Presidents' Ball. Some students were refused entry for being intoxicated upon arrival

Students may see

MATTERS OF

boost in financial aid
GVSU Financial Aid administrators maintain troubled
economy will not limit funding available to students
By Ellen Hensel

•*V»Y»NYV

* #
Financial Aid Available to Students

GVL Assistant News Editor

Despite a waning economy.
25000000
Grand Valley State University’s
head of Financial Aid, Ed Kerestly,
20000000
said the school will be able to
maintain its normal allocation of
m 15000000
federal and state funds.
Furthermore, he said there is a
.E 10000000
potential for an increase in available
student aid.
5000000
“We have not seen a sense
that there will be a decrease in aid
available,” Kerestly said. "In fact,
we are really tracking for students
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
with financial need the potential
Years
for increase. Students will benefit
■ Financial Aid Available
from the increase in the federal
GVL Graph / jenny Whalen
Pell Grant program. We continue
our commitment to follow through Rising: The amount of financial aid available to students has progressively increased.
with the aid programs that we
have established, I think there is a
Percent Increase in Financial Aid
strong commitment to continue to
Available to Students
provide assistance to keep GVSU
affordable.”
The bill, signed by President
30
Barack Obama on Tuesday,
outlined provisions to increase
the Pell Grant maximum limit
- 20
from $500 to $5,350, as part of a
c
•
$17 billion boost to universities
K 15
nationwide. This increase aims to
reduce the negative impact of a
waning economy on students.
Financial Aid for next year
will be decided after the FAFSA
deadline, the document used as part
2005-06
2006-07
2007-08
2008-09
of GVSU’s standards for financial
Years
aid.
The
deadline
for
full
GVL Graph / Jenny Whalen
consideration is March I. Returning Decline: Data for this graph is taken from GVSU's Accountability Report
students will be alerted in mid-June
regarding their financial aid and $171 million available for financial aid. with 2X)97 judged to have need
and 2X)87 offered aid.
any renewal of scholarships, while aid.
On average,83 percent ofG VSU
The number is a combination of
new students are informed in May.
students’ need is met according to
“I think the key message to university, state and federal funds.
In a recent press release from the College Board with the average
returning students is if they want
to be fully considered for financial Sen. Deborah Stabenow, D-Mich., package being $9264.
Although Kerestly said there
aid they need to get (the FAFSA) in she addressed the stimulus package
are no concrete numbers for this
by March I and then provide any and its affect on families.
Her thesis was year yet, he expects an increase
additional information
when
families in enrollment and financial aid
we ask for,” Kerestly
Thirty-four
are
stable, applications.
said. “The potential for
While GVSU’s financial aid
percent of Pell
students and the
students who file late
universities they situation is stable, universities
is that there will be less
Grants went to
attend will be across the country are facing
aid available.”
credit crunches and aid gaps, and
public four-year more stable.
In the 2006-07 fiscal
“(The the vacillating economy makes
year. 31 percent of Pell
college students stimulus students uneasy.
Grants went to the one“Even when GVSU says they
third of undergraduate
tor the 2006-07 package) will
provide much- arc prepared to offer me the same
students
enrolled
fiscal year.
needed support arm Hint of money as last year. I
in public two-year
for families and am just wary because it seems
colleges.
businesses in our everywhere else in the state and
Thirty-four percent
went to public four-year college state," Stabenow said in the press nationwide is going through such
hard times” said junior Colin
release.
students.
Last year. 3279 incoming Roberts.
According to GVSU’s 2007assistantnews@ lanthorn xom
08 Accountability Report, there is freshman applied for need-based
l

GVSU faculty to share-**
expertise on 'matters of
the heart' in aging

Morley has also edited more
than 20 books written on geriatric
medicine and endocrinology of
Valentine’s Day is already aging. In 1998. he was awarded
past but the Fourth Annual the IPSEN Foundation Longevity
Gerontology Multi-Disciplinary FYize, among others.
Conference plans to extend the
'Hie conference will include
focus on love to Friday with
12 to 15 sessions ranging in a
discussion on the meaning of variety of topics and featuring
relationships.
faculty from GVSU, nurses,
“The conference is held every doctors and experts on aging.
February and each year there is a
The tracks are broken down
different theme," said Dr. FYiscilla into four categories: PhysicalKimboko, dean of Graduate heart health and the latest cardiac
Studies and Grants Admission at care; social- family, sexuality and
Grand Valley State University.
gender issues; psychologicalEach year, a group of faculty intimacy and relationships; and
and staff from GVSU and general wellness.
members of the community share
Dr. RuthAnn Brintnall, a
with the public their knowledge, professorinthe KirkhofCollegeof
experience and research on the Nursing, is presenting “From the
“Art and Science of Aging"
Heart: Perceptions of Healthcare
Gerontology is the study of Provider Communication in the
the social, psychological and Last Hours of Life in Hospitalized
emotional effects of aging. Unlike Patients.”
geriatrics, which focuses on the
“When we lose someone we
medical aspect, gerontology love it is etched on our heart
focuses on the mental aspect.
forever,” Brintnall said. “It is a
“I initiated the conference profound time for families when
with a lot of support from the you lose someone irreplaceable."
faculty and staff." Kimboko said.
Scott Berlin has been a social
“It is an effort to add knowledge worker for the past 15 years and
of aging for
is a professor
individuals.”
at GVSU. He
“When
we
lose
This
year.
has done work
someone we love
"matters of the
with the LGBT
heart" is the
it is etched on our and HIV/AIDS
theme.
The
communities and
heart forever.”
conference
has
researched
consists
of
aging and social
presentat ion.
issues in those
RUTHANN
demonstrations
communities.
BRINTNALL
and
guest
He will present
PROFESSOR OF NURSING
speakers
“Intimacy Among
providing some
Gay Men Over
insight on how
50.”
love and health arc involved in
“As a social worker I am
the physical and intimate aspects always looking to help people
of the heart
lead and find ways to live life."
By attending, people will Berlin said.
experience a wide range of topics
The event, held at the DeVos
involving the heart and leam Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
how to prepare for a positive today isopen to the public.
experience of aging, Kimboko Admission is $20, with lunch
said.
provided. For those unable to
The featured speaker this year attend, recordings of all the
is Dr. John Morley.and Kimboko sessions at the conference will be
said he is a long-standing expert posted on iTunes U.
on health aging.
(ponstein @ Ian tin >m x om
By Chelsea Ponstein
GVL Staff Writer
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North Korea may overshadow Clinton in Asia
before vowed to press ahead with
test-firing what wary neighboring
governments, particularly Japan
TOKYO (AP) - Hillary and South Korea, believe is a longRodham Clinton chose Asia for her range missile.
first trip abroad as secretary of state
Japan, with an unpopular
hoping to engage the continent on government and struggling with
a wide range of global issues but deep economic woes, is particularly
North Korea is threatening to steal jittery at the moment and Clinton
the show.
aims to reassure the country of its
She began a weeklong tour of
importance
Japan, Indonesia,
in
the
“I have come to Asia
South Korea and
international
China in Tokyo
on my first trip as
arena.
Monday
on
“The
secretary
of
state
to
with a pledge
bilateral
that the Obama
convey that America's
relationship
administration
between the
relationships across
would transform
United States
the Pacific are
the
traditional
and Japan is
U . S . - A s i a
indispensable...”
a cornerstone
agenda into one
in our efforts
that deals with
HILLARY RODHAM
around
the
climate change,
CLINTON
world,”
she
clean energy and
SECRETARY OF STATE
said.
On
the
worldwide
Tuesday, she
financial crisis.
is expected to announce that she
“I have come to Asia on my first will send a special U.S. envoy to a
trip as secretary of state to convey Japanese-hosted donors conference
that America’s relationships across for Pakistan.
the Pacific are indispensable to
In addition to meeting with top
addressing the challenges and government officials and members
seizing the opportunities of the 21 st of the opposition, Clinton will sign
century,” she said.
an agreement to move about 8,000
“We will be looking for ways of the 50.(XX) Marines on the island
to collaborate on issues that go of Okinawa to the U.S. Pacific
beyond just our mutual concerns to territory of Guam.
really addressing global concerns,”
But, North Korea looms laige
Clinton said at a ceremony to over her visit. She has promised to
commemorate the arrival of the meet with the families of Japanese
first secretary of state ever to make citizens kidnapped by North Korea
Japan their first overseas stop.
in the 1970s and 1980s. “We do
Yet Clinton’s message was in want to press the North Koreans
danger of being overshadowed by to be more forthcoming with
a surge in bellicose rhetoric from information,” she said en route to
North Korea, which just hours
By Matthew Lee

Associated Press Writer

Mexicantown Welcome Center
in Detroit remains unfinished

DETROIT (AP) - A
centerpiece of a neighborhood
seeking to become a regional
cultural destination sits empty,
padlocked and at least three
years behind schedule.
The
Mexicantown
International Welcome Center
and Mercado at the foot of the
bridge that connects Detroit
and Windsor, Ontario, has
been delayed by linancial
setbacks. The $17 million,
45,000-square- foot
project
also has been hampered by the
nearby Michigan Department
of Transportation Ambassador
Bridge Gateway Project and
the sour economy.
'The
Mexicantown
Community
Development
Corp. board was sued in
federal court last year over an
accusation of failing to pay
contractors.
No parole hearing for man
who killed clerk decades ago

MUSKEGON. Mich. (AP)
— A man who killed a school
library clerk decades ago when
he was a teenager won’t be
getting a parole hearing.
Muskegon County Circuit
Judge James Graves Jr. refused
to give his blessing, which
means the Michigan parole
board must keep the case on
the shelf for another five years.
The Muskegon Chronicle
reported Sunday.
In 1974, Timothy Spytma
and another 15-year-old were
high on drugs when they broke
into Phyllis Doctor’s home in
Laketon Township. She was
sexually assaulted and killed.
Spytma and Michael Saxton
each were convicted of seconddegree murder, but their
punishments were significantly
different.
Saxton, who was sentenced
to 20 years to 40 years in prison,
was released by the parole
board in 1986. Four years later,
he was released from any state
supervision and ordered never
to live in Muskegon,

Tokyo.
Last week, she had warned
North
Korea
against
any
“provocative action and unhelpful
rhetoric” amid signs the Stalinist
nation was preparing to test fire
a missile capable of reaching the
western United States.
But on Monday, the 67th
birthday of North Korean leader
Kim Jong II, Pyongyang claimed it
has the right to “space development”
— a term it has used in the past to
disguise a missile test as a satellite
launch. When North Korea testfired a long-range missile in 1998,
it claimed to have put a satellite into

Three kids hurt when church
bus rolls over in Mason County

PERE
MARQUETTE
TOWNSHIP. Mich. (AP) Three children received minor
injuries when a church bus
rolled over on an icy western
Michigan road.
The bus carrying 23 people
after Sunday services at
Lighthouse Baptist Church in
Mason County lost control,
slid off the road and turned on
its side.
Authorities
tell
the
Ludington Daily News and
The Muskegon Chronicle the
injured were treated at a local
hospital and released.
Undersheriff Tom Trenner
says the accident is under
investigation.

orbit.
On Sunday, Clinton said told
reporters aboard her plane that
North Korea needs to live up
to commitments to dismantle
its nuclear programs, saying
Washington is willing to normalize
ties with it in return for nuclear
disarmament.
“The North Koreans have
already agreed to dismantling,"
she said. “We expect them to fulfill
the obligations that they entered
into.”
She also implicitly criticized
the Bush administration for
abandoning the so-called 1994

Agreed Framework with North
Korea, reached during President
Bill Clinton’s first term in the
White House, which called for the
North to give up its plutoniumbased weapons program.
The framework collapsed when
the Bush team accused Pyongyang
of maintaining a separate highly
enriched uranium program, about
which Secretary Clinton said there
was still great debate. As a result,
she said, the North had restarted
and accelerated its plutonium
program, allowing it to build a
nuclear device that it had detonated
in 2006.

AP Photo / Japan Pool

Diplomatic beginning: Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, third left, smiles as she poses for photos with athletes of
the Special Olympics World Winter Games during a reception after her arrival at Haneda international airport in Tokyo, Japan,
Monday. Clinton arrived in Tokyo on her first trip abroad as President Barack Obama's chief diplomat with a warning to North
Korea that it needs to live up to its commitments to dismantle its nuclear programs

Dairy cows head for
slaughter as milk prices sour
By Trade Cone
Associated Press Writer

Cities list 1,200 different
projects for stimulus wish list

LANSING, Mich. (AP)
— President Barack Obama
is about to sign a stimulus
package into law, and Michigan
cities have more than 1200
projects they say could use the
money.
The Michigan Municipal
League compiled the $3.3
billion “wish list.”
It includes $300000 to
move Adrian City Hall to a
1900 former bank building,
relocating the Birmingham
train station to a new, energyefficient transit center at a cost
of $7 million and spending
more than $2 million to build a
new Cedar Springs library.
Communities also have
listed hundreds of road, bridge,
energy conservation, sewer and
water system projects they’d
like to do. But it’s unclear how
many will get funded.
Michigan is expected to get
around $6.9 billion from the
stimulus package, according to
Federal Funds Information for
States, a service of the National
Governors Association and the
National Conference of State
Legislatures.
But only a portion of
that money will go for local
government projects.
State officials still are
awaiting final numbers before
deciding how the money will
be spent.

lanthorn@gvsu edu

AP Photo I Chris Baton
Nuclear collision: In this Oct. 25, 1992 file photo, sailors are seen aboard the HMS Vanguard, in Holy Loch, Scotland Nuclear-armed
submarines from Britain and France collided deep under the Atlantic Ocean earlier this month, causing damage to both vessels but
releasing no radioactivity, a British official said Monday. The HMS Vanguard, Britain's first Trident class nuclear-armed submarine, and the
French Le Triomphant submarine, which was also carrying nuclear missiles, both suffered minor damage.

British, French nuclear
subs collide in Atlantic
By David Stringer
Associated Press Writer

LONDON (AP) - Nuclear
armed submarines from Britain
and France collided in the
Atlantic Ocean earlier this month,
authorities acknowledged Monday
— touching off new concerns
about the safety of the world’s deep
sea missile fleets.
The HMS Vanguard, the oldest
vessel in Britain’s nuclear-armed
submarine fleet, and the French
Le Triomphant submarine, which
was also carrying nuclear missiles,
both suffered minor damage in the
collision. No crew members were
reported injured.
Britain’s most senior sailor.
First Sea Lord. Adm. Jonathon
Band, said the underwater crash
posed no risk to the safety of the
submarines' nuclear reactors and
nuclear missiles. But he offered no
explanation of how the rare incident
might have occurred.
“The two submarines came
into contact at very low speed,"
Band said in a statement. "Both
submarines remained safe.”
France’s defense ministry said
the ballistic missile submarines had
been carrying out routine patrols
when they collided.
"They briefly came into
contact at a very low speed while
submerged. There were no injuries.
Neither their nuclear deterrence
missions nor their safety were

He said while NATO countries
affected." France’s defense ministry
let each other know what general
said Monday in a statement.
Still, the HMS Vanguard was area of the Atlantic they are
towed back to a submarine base operating in, neither submarine
in Scotland with visible dents and would have had a precise position
for the other.
scrapes, the BBC reported.
Saunders said submarines don’t
Le
Triomphant
suffered
damaged to a sonar dome but always turn on their radar systems,
returned under its own power to its or make their presence obvious to
base on L’lle Longue on France’s other shipping.
Some
British
lawmakers
western tip, France said.
Neither France or Britain would demanded an explanation from
Prime Minister
confirm
the
Gordon Brown's
exact date of
“This really shouldn't
government.
the
collision,
have happened at
“(The
but said it ttxik
government)
place earlier this
all. It's a very serious
needs to explain
month.
how it is possible
incident, and I find it
The French
for a submarine
military
had
quite extraordinary.”
carrying
issued
a
weapons
of
statement Feb 6.
STEPHEN SAUNDERS
mass destruction
saying that one
RETIRED BRITISH ROYAL
to
collide
of its submarines
NAVY COMMODORE
with
another
had struck a
submarine
submerged
weapons of mass
object — “probably a container" — carrying
but did not say the Le Triomphant destruction in the middle of the
world’s second-largest <xean,”
had collided with another vessel.
Britain did not comment on the lawmaker Angus Robertson of the
incident until Monday, after some opposition Scottish National Party
details were reported by the British said.
France's I^e Triomphant carries
media.
III crew and 15 nuclear missiles,
“This really shouldn't have
happened at all,” said Stephen according to defense analysis group
Saunders, a retired British Royal Jane’s.
Britain’s Campaign for Nuclear
Navy commodore and the editor of
Jane’s Fighting Ships. “It’s a very Disarmament called on Brown to
serious incident, and I find it quite end his country’s nuclear submarine
patrols of the Atlantic.
extraordinary.”

TURLOCK, Calif. (AP)
— Hundreds of thousands of
America's dairy cows are being
turned into hamburgers because
milk prices have dropped so low
that farmers can no longer aff ord
to feed the animals.
Dairy farmers say they have
little choice but to sell part of their
herds for slaughter because they
face a perfect storm of destructive
economic forces. At home,
feed prices are rising and cashstrapped consumers are eating
out less often. Abroad, the global
recession has cut into demand for
butter and cheese exported from
the U.S.
FYices for milk now are about
half what it costs farmers to
produce the staple, and consumer
prices are falling. Unless the
market can be bolstered, industry
officials project that more than 1 _5
million of the nation’s 9.3 million
milking cowscould be slaughtered
this year as dairy operators look to
cut costs and generate cash.
“This could destroy our dairy
infrastructure,” said Mike Marsh,
CEO of the United Western
Dairymen trade association.
Three months ago, mature
milkers would sell for $2.5(X) to
another dairy, but with nobody
buying, dairymen are selling
them on the beef market for only

$1,100 each.
It is not just elderly cows that
are going to slaughter, said Jon
Dolieslager, owner of the Tulare
County Stockyard in the heart of
California dairy country.
The 262.500 slaughtered
nationally in January is 43„5(X)
more than in January 2008. Since
September, federal livestock
reports show that dairy cow
slaughter is up 30 percent, while
beef cow slaughter is down 14
percent.
“If milk was worth something,
they'd be keeping them,” said
Dolieslager.
Some dairymen have become
so desperate that they are not even
bothering to haul to feedlots the
newborns whose births keep milk
flowing at higher levels.
Investigators in San Joaquin
County are trying to determine
who dumped 30 dead bull calves
on country roads toavoid rendering
costs or hauling them to auction,
where they fetch $5 each but cost
hundreds and hundreds more to
bottle feed special formula. The
gnxip Farm Sanctuary is offering
a $2/XX) reward for the culprit.
“Apparently it was someone
trying to save money who just
dumped them," said Susie
Coston, the gnxip's national
shelter director.

As of Feb. 2, the price farmers
receive for a gallon of milk
has been 80 cents a gallon, less
than half the $1.65 a gallon the
California Department of Food
and Agriculture estimates it costs
to produce.
“I don’t ever remember being
able to produce milk at that price”
said dairyman Ray Souza, wh$
got into the business in 1963. ;
The new price was the biggest
one-month drop in 54 years in
California and doomed cow
No. 4424, a fat Holstein who
instinctively lumbers to her place
in the milk line but has become
an economic liability at Souza’$
dairy.
"She's not giving enough
milk.” Souza said as he scanned
computer records showing output
for each of his 900 milkers. “She
can't stay here.”
The price is set by the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange and is based
on the price paid for powdered
milk, where 37 percent of
California’s milk is sold. Only 14
percent goes into sales as liquid
milk.
U.S. milk, butter and cheese-,
which enjoyed record worldwide
sales last year, no longer are
in demand because of the
triple whammy of decreased
international consumption in 3
falling economy, a stronger dollaf
that makes exports less attractive
and the scare over melamine
contamination in Chinese milk. •
Those trade issues hav#
coincided with a three-year
California drought that has
increased the price and availability
of alfalfa hay, and com cost$
that have doubled because
of competition from ethanol
producers.
“We need to get supply and
demand into alignment as quickly
as possible so this economic
trainwreck isn’t strung out,” said
Marsh of the industry association!

AP Photo / lance Iverseif

Milk plunge: Holstein cows wait
their turn in a milking parlor Jan 10 iri
Turlock, Calif As of Feb 2, the price *
farmers receive for a gallon of milk
has been 80 cents a gallon

•
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NYPD reloads after Mumbai with training program
By Tom Hays

police department launched a
counterterrorism initiative this
month to train a new team of
NEW YORK (AP)-The team officers with semiautomatic rifles
of police officers crisscrosses down
loaded with armor-piercing bullets.
a New York City block, bracing for
The officers also are being trained
a potential firelight with heavily
in tactics for close quarters combat
armed suspects who’ve taken
and rescuing hostages in hotels and
hostages inside a building.
other high-rise buildings.
“We know there are hostages
After the three-day assault in
in there” Lt.
Mumbai
on
Kenneth Beatty
“Terrorists are thinking luxury hotels,
warns
while
a Jewish center
supervising
creatively about new
and other sites
the
operation.
in November
tactics.
So
must
we.”
“The number’s
left
164
■unknown.”
people dead,
RAYMOND
KELLY
• It’s not real, but
the
NYPD
NEW YORK
it’s not a standard
dispatched
POLICE
COMMISSIONER
training session,
investigators
.either.
to India to see
! Local authorities believe New
if there were any security lessons
‘York City could be a potential target for New York.
;of militants trained and supplied
They were struck how the 10
;as well as those who carried out
shooters calmly caused so much
■the Mumbai terror attack last mayhem by relying on cell-phone
November, and NYPD leaders are communication
and
Chinese
•determined not to be outgunned.
knockoff AK-47s. The local police
! ‘Terrorists
are
thinking and security officers, they said,
creatively about new tactics,” were clearly overwhelmed.
Police Commissioner Raymond
The NYPD's 4(X) Emergency
[Kelly said last week at a City Service Unit officers already can
Council public safety hearing. “So carry fully automatic Colt M4 rifles
must we.”
— what the manufacturer bills as
The
nation’s
largest “the weapon of the 21st century
Associated Press Writer

soldier.”
But
post-Mumbai,
the
department decided to train about
130 reinforcements from its
Organized Crime Control Bureau
with Ruger Mini-14s in case a
militant force even larger than the
one that struck India’s financial
capital invaded here.
The NYPD also has begun
videotaping the inferiors of large
hotels so emergency service
officers can leam their layouts and
match wits with terrorists who,
as in Mumbai, may have done
surveillance.
In addition, Kelly told the
council that police want to explore
ways to disrupt cell phone service
"in a pinpointed way against
terrorists who are using them.”
The training session last
week took place at the police
department’s firearms training
facility in the Bronx. The street the
officers crisscrossed is the NYPD
version of a movie studio back lot,
with mock street signs, cinderblock
storefronts, even a yellow cab
and city bus. The guns can’t fire.
The hostages are played by other
officers.
Instructors drilled officers on
how to rescue hostages while giving
each other cover. They warned that

AP Photo / Edouard H R. Gluck

Response training: Operators from the NYPD Emergency Services Unit move in a stack formation as they prepare to enter
a building during training at the NYPD H I.D.T.A., pronounced "highduh" (High Intensity Drug Trafficking Area) training site in
Orchard Beach, Feb 12, in New York. The training was to simulate response in the event of a terrorist attack similar to those that
occurred in Mumbai, India in December 2008.

terrorists could try to blend in with
victims. Any lapse in concentration
could prove deadly.
At a nearby firing range, another
set of officers used their assault
weapons to blast away at targets.
They would sh<x>t 600 rounds over

two days to complete the training.
Some of the guns were
purposely rigged to suddenly fire
blanks — a signal to the officers
to practice dropping a jammed
weapon and immediately draw
their semiautomatic pistols and

keep shooting.
The exercise was another sign
of a new era in policing, said
Assistant Chief Geoige Anderson,
commanding officer of the police
academy.

Australian wildfire suspect named as death toll hits 189
By Tanalee Smith
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Julian Smith

Fatal fires: From left to right, Country Fire Authority member Sandra O'Connor,
Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd holding Lilliana Amoroso, the daughter of CFA
member Frank Amoroso, far right, link arms during a service at Wandong north of
Melbourne, Sunday. Extremely hot, dry and windy conditions on Feb. 7 fanned dozens
of fires into raging infernos that reduced entire towns to ashes. The confirmed death
■toll is 181 but is expected to exceed 200. More than 1,800 homes were destroyed

CHURCHILL, Australia - The
only person accused of lighting one
of Australia’s deadly wildfires was
a lonely Web-surfer who I iked dogs,
always said “G’day” to neighbors,
and was trying to find love online.
Brendan Sokaluk. a 39-year-old
who reportedly once served as a
volunteer fighter, was named as the
suspect police arrested last week,
as the death toll from the wildfires
edged up to 189 on Monday.
Authorities were forced to keep
Sokaluk at a secret location to
protect him from potential reprisal
attacks after a magistrate lifted a
ban on publishing his name.
Sokaluk has been charged with
one count of arson causing death and

and 7,500 people displaced.

Oakland University

one of lighting a blaze that police
said Monday killed 10 people.
About 200 homes were destroyed
in the fire, one of hundreds that
blazed across Victoria state on Feb.
7 in Australia’s’ worst fire disaster.
Neighbors say he kept to
himself and lived alone. One said
she thought he was strange because
she once saw him watering his
lawn in the rain.
“I told my kids to keep away
from him,” said the young mother,
who did not want her name used
so as not to draw attention to her
street. ’Two of my friends lost their
houses in the fire. I don’t know
much about him but I’m glad he
was caught.”
Sokaluk’s defense lawyer,
Helen Spowart, argued in a hearing
Monday that Sokaluk’s identity

should remain secret because of a
heightened level of public anger
and disgust over the case. She also
raised concerns that her client’s
family could become a target of
angry vigilantes.
"Those suspected of vigilantism
would not be prevented from
behaving in an abhorrent way
simply by suppressing his name.”
said Magistrate John Klestadt.
Sokaluk did not attend the
hearing and Spowart did not enter a
plea on his behalf. He was ordered
to remain in custody until another
hearing May 26.
Victoria Police on Monday
raised the death toll to 189 and
said it would likely climb higher
as forensic teams picked further
through the ruins.
On the social networking Web

Graduate Programs

Renowned. Respected.
And really close to home.
Oakland University offers more than 100 prestigious graduate programs in the hottest fields,
including master's degrees and short-term certificates so you can:

■ Stand out from colleagues
■ Increase your career options
■ Quickly retool your credentials
Plus research shows those with master's degrees enjoy higher pay, increased employee
benefits, and a better work/life balance than their peers without this credential*
Convenient locations in Oakland and Macomb counties,
and flexible payment options make earning a
graduate degree easier than you think.

*’YOur Big Payday.' by A1 Fanter, published in Yahoo1 [duration 2008.
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or call (248) 370-3167.
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site MySpace. Sokaluk describes
himself as a lovelorn single man
who’s hoping to find a young wife.
He writes that his hero is “mother
earth with out her we all would
be dead.” He describes himself as
a “young happy male who wants
to meet a young loven female to
marrid.”
Hate groups have already
sprung up on Facebook. One called
“Brendan Sokaluk, the Victorian
Bushfires Arsonist, must bum in
hell.” attracted more than 3,500
members as of Monday night.
Sokaluk faces a maximum
sentence of 25 years on a deadly
arson charge, and 15 years for
lighting a fire. He was also charged
with possessing child pornography,
which carries a five-year maximum
sentence.

Distinguish yourself.
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NYC agency plans to mark 140 years of adoptions:
By Jennifer Peltz
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / Ariana Cublllos

Indefinite office: A man holds a portrait of Venezuelan independence hero Simon Bolivar as supporters listen to Venezuela's
President Hugo Chavez, not seen, speak, to the crowd from a balcony at Miraflores presidential palace in Caracas, Sunday.
Venezuela's elections chief said Venezuela's President Hugo Chavez won the referendum to eliminate term limits, paving the
way for him to run again in 2012, with 94 percent of the vote counted, 54 percent have backed the president's proposal.

Chavez calls Venezuela vote
mandate for socialism
By Christopher Toothaker
Associated Press Writer

CARACAS, Venezuela (AP)
— President Hugo Chavez says a
referendum victory that removed
limits on his re-election is a mandate
to intensify his socialist agenda for
decades to come. Opponents warn
of an impending dictatorship.
Both sides had called the
outcome of Sunday’s vote key to
the future of this South American
country, split down the middle
between those who worship
the president for redistributing
Venezuela’s oil riches and those
who see him as a power-hungry
autocrat.
“Those who voted “yes”
today voted for socialism, for
revolution,” Chavez thundered to
thousands of ecstatic supporters
jamming the streets around the
presidential palace. Fireworks lit
up the Caracas skyline, and one
man walked though the crowd
carry ing a painting of Chavez that
read: “Forever.”
Josefa Dugarte stared at the
crowd from the stoop of her
apartment building with look of
dismay.
“These people don’t realize what
they have done,” she muttered.
With 94 percent of the vote

CMU
CENTRAL MICHIGAN
UNIVERSITY

counted, official results showed said Michael Shifter of the Interthe amendment passing 54 percent American Dialogue in Washington.
to 46 percent, an irreversible trend, “He is convinced he embodies the
and opposition leaders accepted the popular will and is indispensable to
results. Tibisay Lucena, president the country’s progress.”
He said the global financial
of National Electoral Council, said
crisis and the plunging price of
turnout was 67 percent.
The constitutional overhaul oil, which accounts for 94 percent
allows all public officials to run of Venezuela's exports and nearly
for re-election as many times as half its federal budget, will limit
they want, removing barriers to Chavez’s ability to maintain the
a Chavez candidacy in the next level of public spending that has
presidential elections in 2012 and fueled his popularity.
“The greatest challenge the
beyond.
“In 2012 there will be government now faces is governing
presidential elections, and unless in the face of crisis and not falling
into triumphalism.” said
God decides
Miguel linker Salas,
otherwise,
“Chavez's
a professor at Pomona
unless
the
College in Claremont,
people decide
intention is clear:
California.
otherwise,
He aspires to be
At their campaign
this soldier
headquarters.
Chavez
is already a
president for life."
opponents hugged one
candidate,”
another, and some cried.
Chavez said
MICHAEL SHIFTER
They said the results were
to applause.
INTER-AMERICAN
skewed by Chavez’s
First elected
DIALOGUE
broad use of state
in 1998, he
resources to get out the
has said he
might stay in power until 2049, vote, through a battery of state-run
news media, pressure on 2 million
when he’ll be 95.
But analysts said Chavez public employees and frequent
shouldn’t count on getting re presidential speeches which all
television stations were required to
elected just yet.
“Chavez's intention is clear air.
He aspires to be president for life,”

OFF-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS

from his salad dressing and
spaghetti sauce business in the
1980s and ‘90s. A Foundling
staffer helped Darry l McDaniels
of the seminal rap group RunDMC explore his roots in a quest
that became the Emmy-winning
VH1 documentary “DMC: My
Adoption Journey,” aired in
2006.
As
its
19th-century

outside its doors, sometimes with
heart-rending notes: "She is sick
and I can no longer care for her.’^
‘ Please care for my beloved,
as 1 have been shamed and lied
to by his father. I beg for your
compassion.”
The city and some religious'1
groups ran similar institutions^
at the time, but the Foundling ‘
was notable for its willingness^
to take in any baby left on its
doorstep, said Julie Miller, a'
history professor at New York’s j
Hunter College and the author
of “Abandoned: Foundlings in
Nineteenth-Century New York
City."
As foster care and adoption became more prevalent in the • i
20th century, the Foundling
became known for its work,,
on preventing child abuse and’
neglect.
The Foundling’s various''
programs now help roughly^
7.500 people at any given time,;j
with the federal, state and city
governments covering most of
its $95-million-a-year budget. M
Services now include the
work of two full-time staffers,!
who handle requests from,;
adoptees looking for their birth
parents.

NEW YORK (AP) - Alberta
Sorensen grew up knowing
nearly nothing about her origins
— not even her true birthday.
What she knew was a Manhattan
building and a nun her adoptive
parents proudly took her to visit
once a year.
Decades
“For a lot of folks,
later.
the
name
memory is still
they go through their
attests, the
strong enough to
Foundling’s
life not knowing, or
pull her across
history
is
the country. At
they go through their
entwined
78, the Walnut
with
the
life not wanting to
Creek,
Calif.,
sometimes
resident
is
know.”
painful
one of dozens
evolution
of
adoptees
BILL BACCAGLINI
of
child
planning
to
welfare.
NEW YORK FOUNDLING
attendafirst-timc
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The
homecoming
Sisters
of
in October for
Charity,
a
those adopted through the New Roman Catholic religious order,
York Foundling, one of the established the Foundling at a
nation’s oldest and biggest child time of public alarm over the
welfare agencies.
plight of infants abandoned on
“I guess you could call it a the streets.
sense of identity — ‘Yes, that’s
In the early years of what was
where I was,”’ said Sorensen, then the New York Foundling
who eventually got to know her Asylum, distraught mothers
birth parents’ families.
left their babies anonymously
She is among more than
90 people who responded
when the Foundling began an
unprecedented drive to reconnect
with its adoptees. About 65 of
them have said they will or may
attend the reunion, which will
mark the organization's 140th
anniversary, executive director
Bill Baccaglini said.
For some, “reaching out and
making contact with us has been
cathartic,” he said. “For a lot of
folks, they go through their life
not knowing, or they go through
their life not wanting to know.”
The organization has arranged
more than 10.000 adoptions over
the years, Baccaglini estimates,
while undertaking new ventures
ranging from a Bronx charter
school aimed at foster children to
AP Photo / iulie Jacobson ;
a Head Start program in Puerto
Foundling home: Shannon Davenport, a childcare worker at the New York
,
Rico.
Foundling, updates her records as a child sleeps in his crib inside the Foundling's
It also has picked up
Crisis Nursery, Feb. 3, in New York. The nursery accepts children 10 years of
famous supporters, including
age and younger, 24 hours, seven days a week, to provide a temporary shelter
Paul Newman, who gave the
for parents to leave their children in a crisis situation for up to 21 days. The
’*•
Foundling SI06.(XX) in profits
Foundling will celebrate its 140th anniversary in October.
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Clinton Township
Dearborn

Crand Rapid s
Lansing
Livonia

Saginaw
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Traverse City

Online bachelor’s and master’s courses or
hrffirgifTO
face-to-face classes at 12 CMU Centers

With summer classes from Central Michigan University
Off-Campus Programs, you can still go home, sleep in late,
get a job, and have time for your friends.

It’s all about quality and convenience
Attend a Michigan center near you for a great face-to-face
CMU experience, or take an online course wherever you
want (fuzzy bunny slippers optional).

Open Registration for summer term begins April 13, 2009.

Call Qff.26Q.4656 for more information or go to www.cmich.edu/summer
••
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EDITORIAL--------------------------------------------------

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Thursday, February 19, 2009

EDITORIAL CARTOON

Theme additions
As talks about adding two new themes to the
general education requirements at Grand Valley
State University are underway, voting members
should consider the opportunities it could
provide for the students on campus.
Associate Professor of Psychology [.arry Bums recently proposed the
addition of two new themes that could be added to the existing 23 themes
GVSU students choose for the general education requirements. The two
new themes include a theme that will recognize a minor as a theme, and the
second is a Liberal Studies Theme that will allow students to create their own
theme.
At a time when some students are in their fifth, sixth or even seventh year
of college, it’s about time something is being done to help these students
graduate sooner. While the 23 existing themes have a wide range of choices,
the two new themes will only offer more opportunity for students to succeed.
Often, there are classes a student may be interested in hiking, but he or she
finds there just isn’t the time when gen eds and major/minor requirements
are at the top of the priority list. A Liberal Studies Theme will allow students
to be able to register for classes that meet their interests while still getting the
liberal education GVSU prides itself on giving.
A theme that would recognize a minor would also be a beneficial addition
because it encourages students to declare a minor. More and more students
are so focused on declaring and completing a major, and they disregard that
having a minor is even a factor in their education. A Minor Theme would
provide the opportunity to students who may not even consider adding a
minor to their degree.
Committee members who are voting on these additions said the goal is
to ensure students get the best general education possible and any changes
should not jeopardize the quality of GVSU’s general education. The two
theme additions that are currently on the table for discussion are doing
nothing but strengthening the quality of GVSU’s general education.
“A strong liberal education serves as the foundation for Grand Valley’s
wide array of undergraduate and graduate programs” is GVSU’s purpose.
And as committee members vote on the addition of the two themes, they
should keep this objective in mind and vote to make GVSU’s liberal
education even stronger.

GVL / Elliot Slcnk

YOUR INSIGHTS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If you could create your own theme, which
three classes would you choose?

LETTER TO THE EDITOR--------------------------------I have noticed a number of articles
in the Lanthom concerning LGBT
issues, extolling Grand Valley State
University for embracing LGBT into
its community and providing them with
an abundance of resources. There has
also been at least one columnist that has
decried the conservative community
for their intolerance of LGBT. I would
like to assert that there is just as much
intolerance within the non-conservative
community.
I am a man in my mid 20s who grew
up attracted to other men. After going
through high school and part of college,
obtaining some life experience. I found
that I was not emotionally fulfilled by
being in relationships with other men. I
then sought out a counselor to help me
through reparative therapy and assist me
in changing my sexual orientation.
Since changing my sexual orientation.
I have received much ridicule and
scorn, not only from conservatives who
consider me a degenerate for ever having

homosexual attractions, but also from
non-conservatives for deciding that I
did not want to be gay. Even though the
American psychological community has
taken a strong stand against reparative
therapy, there are a significant number
of well-established counselors and
a growing amount of psychological
evidence in support of reparative therapy.
America is a place where people live
and let live. A place where you go to
fulfill who you want to be. A place where
anyone of any nationality, religion or
sexual preference can find a place to call
home, free from ridicule and harassment.
GVSU says it is “an open door where all
voices are heard.” Let us make sure we
maintain that atmosphere of acceptance
and academic community for all
students, regardless of what they decide
they want their sexual orientation to be.
Nathan Ruark
GVSU student
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Should the government be allowed to
restrict artificial insemination?

This week s question:
Should people be allowed to
domesticate wild animals?

No:

®

"Diversity (Theme)-a
cultural study, a religion
and a political science
course. Because usually
you need studies of all
religions and politics
in order to get the full
view."

"1 would pick social
work, some type of
diversity class and
business. Those are
three key components
because we're all not
the same, and this world
is all about business and
money."

"History, sociology and
economics. Because you
have to experience how
we got here, not just
'oh, we're Americans.'
The decisions of how we
got here is crucial."

Josh Etim
Freshman
Engineering
Canton, Mich.

Devin O'Meara
Senior
Anthropology
Holland, Mich.

Martin Rivera
Freshman
Nursing
Livonia, Mich.

Crystal Moss
Senior
Social Work
Detroit, Mich.

Max Moreira
Senior
Sociology
Grand Rapids, Mich.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
After reading Monday’s
Lanthom I find the need to
provide an alternative view
of the “stimulus” bill for the
student body. Since the bill
was hailed as the savior of the
American economy by The
lanthom’s staff, some light
must be shed on the issue.
First of all these amazing
tax breaks that were
implemented, were also cut
severely at the last minute
by Democrats. The bill had
a small amount of tax relief
in the House, some added
in the Senate, and then in
conference, in which there
were no Republicans, had
several billion in tax relief cut
from it. This tax relief was
in the form of a tax credit to
people purchasing a home
or car, something that really
would stimulate the economy.

These cuts were then replaced
with more education spending,
most of which will do little to
stimulate the economy.
The fact is that tax cuts are
the only proven thing known
to raise revenue and consumer
spending.
Not one time in history has
a spending spree ever worked,
it did not work in the Great
Depression and it will not work
now.
When President Bush cut
taxes, and everyone screamed
foul, saying that it was only
benefiting the rich, they failed
to look at the numbers. During
the Clinton years the top I
percent of income earners were
paying 26 percent of federal
taxes. After the Bush tax cuts
that number spiked, the top
1 percent are now paying 34
percent of federal taxes. But

I thought tax cuts don’t work
to raise revenue or help the
economy?
Also the “great” tax relief in
the bill will put about $13 more
a week in a worker's paycheck,
a number which will decrease
to $8 more a week next year.
What can people buy with this
amazing extra money? Not
much.especially smokers, who
will see their cigarette taxes
rise, due to a bill signed earlier
in Obama’s amazing first
month.
Some parts of this stimulus
bill will help the economy,
several years from now. But
the tmth is most of this bill will
not be spent for at least two
years.
The intentions of our
president are undoubtedly
good; I cannot in good faith
say the same for some in

Congress. From the moment
Obama asked Pelosi to draft
the bill it was doomed to
failure. One cannot wish for
bipartisanship and then ask
Pelosi to provide it.
Of course it is also
important to mention that it
was promised that the time the
bill came out of conference
to the time it was voted upon
would be at least 48 hours.
Less than 24 hours later,
it was voted on without a
single member of Congress
having read it. This bill is an
abomination, a massive waste
of taxpayer money, and a
stimulus bill that will do little
if anything to help anyone in
economic trouble.
Justin Tomei
GVSU College Republicans
vice president

A little socialism never hurts, right?
Patricia
Saenz

58.33%

Vote online at

Lanthorn.com

GVL OPINION POLICY The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley
liinthom opinion page is to stimulate
discussion and action on topics of interest
to the Grand Valley Community.
Student opinions do not reflect those of
the Grand Valley lanthom.
Tbe Grand Valley lanthom welcomes
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles
of expression for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns anil phone
responses.
I x'tters must include the author 's name
and be accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in person,
letters will be checked by an employee of
the Grand Valley liinthom
letters appear as space permits each
«• ♦ ♦ ♦♦

"The Study of Life with
a philosophy, sociology
and anthropology
course. It will allow you
to understand the most
about society."

GVL STUDENT OPINION —

Valley Vote
Yes: 41.67%

"Cultural foods, geared
toward learning about
other types of food
not as common in the
United States. (Like)
Asian food other
than just Chinese and
Japanese. That's part of
Liberal Arts."

issue. The limit for letter length is one
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit and
condense letters and columns for length
restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley liinthom will not be
held responsible for errors that appear in
print as a result of transcribing handwritten
letters or e-mail typographic emirs.
The name of the author may be withheld
for compelling reasons
The
content, information
and
views expressed arc not approved by
nor necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.

( A I Columnist

Whether you were for it
or against it. the economic
stimulus bill has passed.
I personally am no longer
mulling over whether the bill
was a good idea or not. I'm
now wondering what is going
to happen next.
Obviously, this stimulus
package is not going to fix our
economy immediately. We
will have to wait and see the
state of the economy after the
stimulus package has run its
course. Then we may know if
it was all worth it.
Most of us may not know
whether it was a good idea
to pass the stimulus plan
right now, but we can be
certain the passing of this
bill is another historic event
we have witnessed in our
lifetime. Now government
spending is a much bigger
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percentage of the U.S.’s total
gross domestic product. Even
Franklin D. Roosevelt’s New
Deal programs - some aid to
the states and total government
spending (federal, state and
local) - remained just less than
20 percent of the economy
throughout the ‘30s, much
lower than what it is today.
Evidently, this then means
the pendulum is swinging
away from capitalism toward
socialism. We may not be a
socialist country, but we have
adopted some measures that
have been leaning toward
more government intervention,
which has socialism written all
over it.
It is important to remember
although some government
intervention can be good,
like in Sweden, we see other
countries that have socialism in
full effect not doing so well.
Take for example socialist
North Korea. North Korea is
having trouble providing its
people with essentials like
food. South Korea’s President

Ixe Myung-bak has cut off
unconditional aid. reversing
a 10-year policy of friendly
engagement, an agreement that
entailed the North dismantle its
nuclear program in exchange
for economic and humanitarian
aid. This is thought to be one
of the reasons why North
Korea is now threatening to
fire missiles at South Korea.
In addition, we have
Venezuela swinging faster
toward becoming a socialist
country, as President Hugo
Chavez has won the right
to unlimited re-elections.
F*resident Chavez is keen on
staying in office to fulfill his
socialist vision of Venezuela.
Some may argue many of
the pixir people of Venezuela
are benefiting from the
enormous spending on
low-cost housing, pension
programs and health care.
However, we see the people
in the country suffering from
shortages of staple foods,
as producers reject prices of
food, which arc government

mandated. In addition, the
price of oil, Venezuela’s main
source of foreign income, has
dropped, and inflation has risen
to 30 percent.
After looking to fellow
countries that have embraced
a more socialist approach,
we must make sure we want
to allow more government
intervention. I think Norman
Thomas, a six-time presidential
candidate for the Socialist
Party of America, wraps up
the message better than I ever
could:
“The American people
will never knowingly adopt
socialism. But under the
name of liberalism they will
adopt every fragment of the
socialist program, until one
day America will be a socialist
nation, without knowing how
it happened.”
psaenz^Umthom rom
See more:
Visit Lanthorn.com
for Sara Commet's
column
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Notes from
Abroad
Landing in
life: Between
avoidance,
immersion

By Kendall Gilbert
G'VX

LAKER LIFE

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Thursday, February 19, 2009

Study Abroad Columnist

On a quick trip to Toronto
once I read on a makeshift sign in
some dank hostel. Travel is only
glamorous in retrospect .”
In retrospect, life in Costa Rica
is somewhere along the lines of
avoidance and immersion. It has
become a ridiculous chore and
habit to try to avoid the impact of
the ecotourism industry, which
has given way to buffet lines and
expensive zip lines across the
rainforest where you are made to
feel adventurous for paying for the
effect of gravity.
Immersion is the difficult
part, landing in a bungalow pad
surrounded by jungle on all sides
has helped some. The land that
used to be the Banana Republic
is now the Forest Republic, as
exploitation is one of the fastest
evolving mechanisms of mankind.
One of the most enjoyable
things is to learn a new language
among a group of college-age
individuals. Only in such company
would the meaning of“huevon”
be discovered, an endearing term
adult men use with each other that
means "my big-balled friend.” Our
urban dictionary will be far more
complete at the end of these three
months than will the grammatical
education on which our Spanish
teacher spends four hours a day.
It is comforting at times to see
the constants of society. Children
here delight in their bikes and
bubbles and sticks of candy, and
in the adult world having money
means you are never short on
company, camaraderie and booze.
Don Carlos is the suave owner of
the bungalows we’ve been staying
at until the research center is ready
to be inhabited. Men tip their hats
at him because he made his money
off our travels. He puts up with us
quite nicely. He even threw us a
party the other night because we
are business and he's fascinating.
Tico time works on a clock
where things get done when they
get done, the weather is always a
good excuse to lay low for a few
days, and if you talk about time
in numbers you’re probably in
jail. It’s nice to see what 5:30 a.m.
looks like, and we never seem to
run off day or night. We read and
watch birds and dally over lunch
for two hours. There never seems
to be a shortage on time when it is
not packaged, saved, shipped and
spent.
And the food, everyone always
wants to know what the food is
like. In the U.S. we have delicacies
like American “cheese." Here the
bananas arc bruised and no bigger
than your hand and incredibly
sweet, the milk is thick, and we
don’t eat things that have to be sent
from 3 XXX) miles away.
It is true that you are never
really far from home. I was
reading in a local newspaper an
article about the crime rate in one
of the most dangerous drug portal
cities on the Caribbean coast of
Costa Rica. 'The murder rate was
compared to that of the notorious
Detroit in the U.S. Exotic is really
only something different than what
you know.
The author Wendell Berry
said something along the lines of
education being only an extension
of the institutionalization of
everything. Because I don’t
want to be here on travel. and
I don’t want to be here on
education, I suppose I ought to
be here on experience. What I
am experiencing, however, is
only someone else’s life through
another lens, so in retrospect I
guess I’m here on curiosity.
They have a saying down here,
“Pura Vida.” We keep trying to
understand the meaning of it. Our
teacher tells us not to. Pura Vida,"
she says, “Is a question, an answer,
a beginning, and an end" The pure
life doesn’t stray too far from that
lakerlife @ lanthorn jcom

Overnight mission draws
First-year students to
volunteer services in
Grand Rapids for First
Year Service Experiment
By Susie Skowronek
GVL Laker Life Editor

Full-length mission trips to distant cities
can be intimidating, especially those new
to community service.
But the Community Service learning
Center provides a chance for first-year
students to wet their volunteer feet on an
overnight trip to downtown Grand Rapids.
Last year, the CSLC initiated the First
Year Service Experiment. This trip allows
first years to get engaged in service early in
college and to make friends on an overnight
trip to downtown Grand Rapids.
“It’s important for students, especially
first years, to have new experiences,” said
Geoff Hickox, who helped service intern
Cailin Perzybyla coordinate the volunteer
project. “During their first year at college,
students begin to figure out who they are.
It’s a time to step outside the comfort zone
and engage in opportunities. This service
experience is one way to do that.”
Nineteen students will load onto a school

bus Friday and head to the American Red
Cross. That evening, the student volunteers
will hear a two-hour presentation by
Americorp and Red Cross worker Charlie
Oliver. He will provide information about
the Red Cross’ various services to the
community.
Students will stay overnight at First
United Methodist Church in downtown
Grand Rapids and have opportunities
to meet each other and begin bonding,
an important part of volunteerism, said
Heather Hallagan, Service Initiatives
graduate student.
"The first-year service experience
exposes students not only to (the CSLC)
and area service organizations, but also
to other students who share common
interests,” Hallagan said.
Saturday morning, students will
work with one of the Red Cross’ partner
organizations.
The CSLC shares a good relationship
with the Red Cross, and Hallagan said
she considers it one of the top service
experiences, and one she trusts gives firstyear students a good first-time service
experience.
“We want students to enjoy their service,
but still perform meaningful tasks.” she
said. “At the Red Cross, there is always
something for everyone to do and there is

Courtesy Photo / Lora M. Stevens

Reach out: Students listen to a lecture during a past Service and Advocacy Week Service and
Advocacy Week as well as the First Year Service Experience are sponsored by GVSU's CSLC.

Susie Skowronek, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife@lanthorn.com

19 first-years

Courtesy Photo I Lora M. Stevens
Volunteer: Service and Advocacy Week encourages students to look for new ways to grow and
connect with other service organizations and opportunities, such as the First Year Service Experience.

different work each time we return.”
“The service experience gets freshman
Last year, 12 to 13 first years started into helping out others,” she said.
participated in the experience. Of those “Once you do this one thing, you are
who volunteered with the
going to want to help
YWCA Domestic Crisis
throughout the rest of
“During their first
Shelter, many returned
your life.”
to the CSLC to further
Pruitt’s
roommate,
year at college,
serve during Community
freshman
Brooke
students begin to
Outreach Week. One
Warner, also plans on
figure out who they
student even started a
attending the volunteer
service organization on
project this weekend.
are. It's a time to step
campus.
She agrees with Pruitt
outside the comfort
“Students should take
about
spending the
away new friends and
zone and engage in
weekend positively.
a newfound passion to
"It’s just one night.”
opportunities.”
serve,” Hallagan said.
Warner said. “Anyone
GEOFF HICKOX
“It should get people
can do one night - it’s
FIRST YEAR SERVICE
thinking about the social
not that big of a deal. We
EXPERIMENT COORDINATOR
issues involved.”
might just sit there and
Freshman Erin Pruitt
watch TV, so we might
said she felt inspired to
as well do something
help the Grand Rapids community after productive. I've seen what service can do
seeing posters for the first-year service for other people -1 think everyone deserves
experience and listening to a volunteer to be helped and feel that someone cares
speak about it at the Majors Fair.
about them.”
She has not volunteered yet in college,
and said she looks forward to volunteering
lakerlife® lanthorn jcom
with the CSLC for more events.

Circle K to volunteer 24 hours of service
Annual volunteer
event to include
participants from
GVSU, MSU, U of M
By Alexandra Butkovich
GVL Staff Writer

Twenty-four hours sounds
like a short span of time - just
one day. But for members
of the Grand Valley State
University chapter of Circle K
International, 24 hours means
an entire day of service.
GVSU Circle K International
will host “24 Hours of Service”
on Saturday. The event involves
a full 24 hours of various
community service projects.
K, a
KiwanisCircle
sponsored organization, does
service projects throughout the
community and the world. Some
activities include volunteering
for Meals on Wheels, playing
Bingo at veterans’ homes and

collecting pop cans to donate win up to $5,000.
money to Six Cents Initiative,
After the hockey game, the
which sends the money raised group will spend the night at a
from returns to children in need member’s house and continue
across the planet, said Stefanie their volunteer hours making
Hosford. president of GVSU's craft packets for the DeVos
Circle K International.
Children’s Hospital.
Additionally,
participants
Currently, Circle K plans to
in “24 Hours of Service” will schedule more activities for the
sponsor the local Ki wan is group night hours of the event.
at the Grand Rapids Griffins
Spending an entire day
game. Circle K
together, the
officer Jessica
organization’s
“We start pretty early
Farr said this
members have
in the morning and
project. Throw
plenty of time
for
Dough,
move from one project to bond while
is one of her
serving
the
to the next. It's a busy
favorites.
community.
day.”
“We
sell
While
little
foam
“24 Hours of
pucks,”
Farr
Service" tends
KRISTI BUTLER
said. “Between
to draw club
FORMER CIRCLE K PRESIDENT
periods, people
members,
try to throw
Hosford said
them into (a) circle in the back she would like to open the
of a truck driving on the ice.”
group’s projects to the campus.
Farr said people have the For students interested in more
chance to win different gift volunteer experience, Hosford
certificates, and they could even welcomes anyone to join Circle

K. Students do
need to pay dues
to
participate
in the service
projects.
“It’s
i
great way
to
meet
people,
get
out
there
and
do
service,
and have
fun,”
Hosford
said.
In
addition
to students from
GVSU,
Circle
K members from the
University of Michigan and
Michigan State University will
visit campus to participate in
the event.
Kristi Butler, president of
GVSU Circle K last year, said
sheplansonattending“24 Hours
of Service," as it is one of Circle

K’s biggest events of the year.
“We start pretty early in the
morning and move from one
project to the next. It's a busy
day,” Butler added.
abutkovii h @ lanthorn .coin

GVSU to host Michigan Model Arab League
_

What is the goal?

What is it?
Every year, students at Grand Valley State
University prepare for months on end for the
Model Arab League. Essentially, each student
represents an Arabic country from the Arab
League, and is then designated to a certain
committee of the League.

The ultimate goal is not how well each student
debates his or her resolution, or even how many
resolutions are passed during the three-day
model. Each student is judged on how well he or
she remains in the character of their particular
country. So if a student representing Palestine
all of a sudden agrees to become submissive to
Israel, it is an obvious character breach.

Who is GVSU?

Why the WM
Model Arab League?
Students who participate in the Model Arab
League learn to research on significant issues
concerning the Middle East in addition to the
history and the culture of a specific Arab country.
Students have to become familiar with policies
and limits for their country, and then put that
knowledge to the test in a roundtable debate.

GVSU will represent the countries of Kuwait,
Lebanon, Oman and Yemen.
GVSU students will begin the threeday process today at 5:30 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center, and it will conclude
on Saturday at 3 p.m. Students are
encouraged to attend.
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0years in women’s atffetics
‘Time Cine of thefirst season of
women varsity sports at

GVSU remembers, honors pioneers of women’s athletics at university level

Softball (1968)

All a group of female Grand Valley
State University students wanted was an
opportunity to compete in athletics. Yet,
never in Joan Boand’s wildest dreams
would women's athletics become what it is
today - 40 years later.
Just three years removed from winning
national championships in women’s
volleyball in 2005 and women’s basketball
in March 2006, GVSU will celebrate
the 40th year of women’s athletics on
Saturday.
It all began in 1968, when a group of
GVSU students approached Boand, a
physical education instructor at GVSU at
the time, about a chance to play against
other schools in the area.
“In the beginning that’s the only thing
that I wanted to do — give them the
opportunities that they desired,” she said.
“Just to provide an arena for them to be
able to play and do the things they wanted
- to play against some of their friends at
other schools.”
Boand said the only objective in the
beginning was to provide a chance for the
student athletes to play sports competitively
- merely an opportunity. Nevertheless, as
things progressed, she said she began to get
a vision of what women’s athletics could
become.
“All things that women have achieved,
whether it is a national championship, or
just the opportunity to play, have all made
it sweet,” she said. “The fact that women
could eventually take part in a national
championship and win one at Grand Valley,
just makes (the anniversary) so very nice that all those opportunities are present for
women, when 40 years ago they weren't.”
Boand, along with Pat Baker, one of the
students.are widely considered the pioneers
of GVSU women’s athletics. Boand went
on to coach the women’s softball team from
1968 to 1975. the basketball team from
1970 to 1978 and the women's volleyball
program, which she started in 1969.
She remained the head coach of the
volleyball team through the 1994 season,
until current head coach Deanne Scanlon
took the reins. Baker, one of the original
women student athletes at GVSU, would
become the head coach of the women’s
basketball team in 1978.
At the time, it was difficult to find
a place that produced women’s sports
jerseys. For that reason, the athletes went
to the GVSU bookstore, purchased blue
T-shirts with white stripes and ironed on
their own numbers.
This was just one obstacle the women
faced in starting the program, which is now
in its 40th year. Today, women’s athletics at
GVSU are thriving, with previous national
championships and numerous appearances
by many leaker teams in the NCAA
tournament.

GVl Archive I Brittany Jacque
Right. Junior Lauren Rohan pitches to
Detroit Mercy in the sixth inning of the game.

iA •
Volleyball (1969)
GVl Archive / Nicole Bernier
Left: Senior Danielle Alexander gets ready
to sen/e the ball during a previous home
volleyball match Alexander has played for the
GVSU women's volleyball team since 2004

Tennis (1969)
GVl Archive / Craig Harmer

Right: GVSU women's tennis player Jenna
Killips rushes the net to take a hard swing at
the ball during a previous match

Basketball (1970)
GVl Archive / Kelly Begerow
Right: Senior Kim Wyngaard hits the open three-pointer
during a previous home game Wyngaard has played for
| the GVSU women's basketball team since 2005

—u

Swimming (19S4)
GVl Archive / Kyle A. Hudec?
Left: Freshman Allison Scholz
gets ready to dive off against
the University of Indianapolis in
the Fieldhouse pool on Jan 20,

2007
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Golf (1995)
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......................

Left; Sophomore Michelle Boogard of the women's
varsity golf team tees off from the 11th hole in a past
year during tne women's charity goff outing

1 Soccer (1996)
6VL Archive / Andrew Mills
Right Senior forward Katy Tafler goes for the
ball against SVSU junior Kristen Kemmer during a
previous game GVSU defeated SVSU 1-0 In the
game tor their seventh straight shut out

mmr-c

By Matt Kuzawa
GVL Sports h'ditor

And while the desired end result is to younger,” Sweany said. “The vision that
win a national championship, how these President (Don) Lubbers had. not only
women athletes got the opportunity to play for the university but for the athletics
at the varsity level in the first place is just department, included women. We probably
didn’t have as tough of a road, fighting for
as important.
“The students, male or female, equality, as some other institutions.”
The road for equality in women’s
especially athletes, don't really understand
or appreciate what these people did for athletics was only made easier by the
implementation of Title IX, the legislation
them," Boand said.
But GVSU's Senior Associate Athletics that prohibits federally-funded educational
Director and Sen ior Women's Admin istrator institutions from discriminating based on
Lisa Sweany certainly does, and credits the sex.
"Title IX has had a huge impact for the
people who started women’s athletics for
last 35 years for young girls and women
the recent success.
“They laid the ground work, for us to who participate in sports everywhere,”
win those national championships,” she said GVSU Athletic Director Tim Selgo.
"Certainly GVSU has
said. “They were the ones
that started the ball rolling “The fact that women had many female student
athletes
who
have
and got those teams going.
could eventually take benefited by Title IX
Now we’re at a position
part in a national
since the early ‘70s, by
where we’re competing
having the opportunity
nationally in a lot of our
championship and
to participate in college
sports on the women’s
win one... makes
athletics and by receiving
side. I think that makes
athletic scholarships.”
(the anniversary) so
it pretty sweet that we’ve
Selgo said the future
got a couple national
very nice...”
of women’s athletics at
championships under our
JOAN BOAND
GVSU looks great and
belt."
GVSU WOMEN'S
will continue to grow in
Sweany
said
the
ATHLETICS PIONEER
both participation and
success in women's sports
popularity.
at GVSU is very telling of
“As more generations
what the university stands
of females (age), who have participated
for.
“It’s been extremely important that our in athletics, women’s athletics should gain
women sports represent just as effectively in support, both in the number of fans and
if not more effectively, in some cases, than in private financial support for athletic
programs,” he said.
some of our men’s sports," she said.
Sweany said the main difference
Boand said she has seen many changes
from a time when the only athletic venue for between women’s athletics 40 years ago
women was through recreational leagues compared to now is the perception women
and where many people thought women should not play sports.
“They were suppose to get married
should never be a part of inter-collegiate
and have children - work the traditional
athletics.
Though there were many challenges women’s careers,” she said. “That
and obstacles in starting a women’s perception's not there anymore. People
athletics program, Boand admitted it know women are athletes - they work just
was not as difficult at GVSU as at older as hard and compete just as hard as the men.
Division I schools, with established athletic I think that’s the biggest thing is that the
perception has changed over the years."
programs.
sports® lanthorn com
Since GVSU is a young school,
established not even 50 years ago. the
See more:
women did not have to fight many of the
stereotypes of the older institutions that
Visit Lanthom.com for a
began as male-only schools,
Web exclusive on women in
“For us here at Grand Valley, it's a little
Black history.
hit unique of a situation, in that we were

AnniversaryjCelebration
Laker coaches, student athletes and alumnae from women's sports
will celebrate the 40th anniversary of women's athletics on Saturday.
For $10 a person, you can join in the celebration and participate
in a reception at the Alumni House, a Laker Turf Building Tour and
admittance to the women's and men's basketball games against
Saginaw Valley State University.
At halftime of the women's game, GVSU will recognize all former
Laker female athletes.
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Don't label
college
recruits as
'chosen one'
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Ski, snowboard club scores despite fiscal moguls
Men’s team takes third, women eighth at regional championships; men to continue to nationals in olorado
By Jared Greenleaf
GVL Staff Writer

At the start of the second
semester, the Grand Valley State
University ski and snowboard
club began its 46th season - the
longest for a club organization in
the school’s history.
Founded in 1963, the team
has attracted many students who
not only like to be competitive in
outdoor winter sports, but who
also like to have a good time.
“Itdoesget pretty competitive,
but overall, it’s a friendly sport
and we help each other out a lot,"
said senior Corey Hague. “I’ve
met a lot of new friends from
other schools. The families also
help out, and it brings everyone
closer. We’ve had some great
weekends.”
At the regional championships
last weekend in Marquette,
Mich., the teams competed

Brian
Beaupied

One of my biggest pet
peeves when talking sports
is when people prematurely
anoint college recruits as if they
were the Second Coming.
Well, this and Yankee fans
anyway.
Steven Threet is leaving the
University of Michigan, which
believe it or not has its pros and
cons. One more player with at
least some experience playing
in RichRod’s spread offense is
gone, leaving some unproven
freshman to vie for a starting
spot behind center. This is the
exact same problem we had
coming into 2008.
“Don’t worry,” my friends
say. “The maize and blue glory
days are coming; we have these
two sick recruits aiming in.”
Remember one year earlier
when you said the same thing
about Sam McGuftie solely
because you saw his highlight
reel on YouTube? Then you
all figured Terrelle Pryor was
a lock to come to Ann Arbor,
remember'? What about Kevin
Grady a couple years before
that? That’s what I thought.
Hell, Michigan even lost a blue
chip quarterback to Tulsa.
Tulsa, I don’t even
know where that is. Wait,
I just googled it; they’re in
Oklahoma and they’re called
the Golden Hurricanes. That
doesn’t even make sense landlocked states don’t really
get massive storms that form
of coastal waters. Tornadoes
would be more appropriate.
Maybe that’s their ploy, sound
like a great coastal university to
your recruits, who don’t know
where you are, and lure them
in!
But I digress.
Being “good” at one level
does not necessarily translate
into being successful at
another - you can ask Ryan
Leaf how well that turned
out for him. When it comes
to recruits I have to see it to
believe it. Granted there are
always exceptions to this rule
(Pat White making an impact
as a freshman at West Virginia
for example) but mostly
these kids are still developing
and maturing — physically,
emotionally and mentally.
To be “good” in my
eyes means you have to
have a presence, some sort
of established success or
competency in running an
offense. Another determining
factor is wins. I don’t care
how much you run or throw
for, if you don’t win the
game. Winning is success and
the only statistic that means
anything.
Now I won’t disagree
with you if you’re telling me
whoever steps in will one day
be better than Threet (and it’s
a given whoever he is will be
better than Nick Sheridan). But
at least give them some time
at spring practice before you
jump on to that bandwagon.
And again, you’re right. These
quarterback recruits at least
fit the mold to run the spread.
I’m not disputing talent and
potential here, there is just
something to be said about
experience, especially in the
Big Ten.
All this banter leads me
to another pet peeve of mine,
Michigan fans in general.

against such schools as Michigan
State University, the University
of Michigan and also institutions
from Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin
and Minnesota.
“It’s exciting to compete
against those schools and also
a good way to interact with
other schools,” Hague said. “It’s
competitive at first, but at the
end of the day, we hang together
and it creates a bond between
every body.”
The men took third place,
which earns them a spot at
nationals that will be held in
Colorado, while the women
finished eighth. However, this
season has been difficult for
the organization, not because
of competition, but rather as a
result of economic issues.
“Our interest has actually
(gone) up, but we have declined
a lot in funds,” said Alexandria
Hutchins, club president. “We

regional meet, the club has
didn’t get as much money from thanus,” said senior Alexander
competed in conference events
the school as we did last year, Liddil, who finished third in
at Crystal Mountain Ski Resort,
giving
so that has forced us not to have slalomcompetition
him a spot at located in Thompsonville, Mich.
as many people
During the semester, each
nationals.
come out and
“The organization
“Some of member of the club has >pent
join.”
us are trying about $350 to compete, which
has progressed quite
The
club
to fundraise, includes lodging and lift fpes.
holds
only
a long way, but
Hutchins, a junior, said for
but we still
18
athletes,
unfortunately
teams
don’t
have the club to improve, marketing
compared
to
;
enough money will be a key factor.
have been getting
about 20 to 25
“We want to get as many
for us to go
athletes
last
smaller because there
to nationals,” people as we can so we can
season.
are more clubs at
he
said. promote our program” she said.
Due to the
“It really doesn’t just provide
“Hopefully
decline,some of
Grand Valley...”
with
our competition. It provides the
the successful
success, we’ll opportunity to make friends and
athletes
may
ALEXANDER LIDDIL
get
more meet new people out of the state.
not be able to
GVSU SENIOR
It’s a chance to make really great
recognitionand
make the trip to
be able to have lifelong friends.” ,
nationals.
“The
organization
has a chance to go to nationals.”
jgreenleaf® lanthorn .com
With the exception of the
progressed quite a long way, but
unfortunately teams have been
getting smaller because there
UIE BUV RltD SELL
are more clubs at Grand Valley
GAMES TEXTBOOKS
CDS
DVDS
COLLECTIBLES
which need more fund support
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3728 Alpine Ave.
Comstock Park
49321
(616) 785-0251
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b
3959 28th St.
Grand Rapids
49512
(616) 940-1460

www.cddvdexchanges.com

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Ski power: The GVSU Ski and Snowboard Club's men's and women's team recently competed in regional competitions in
Marquette, Mich., and the men's team earned a spot in the national competition held in Colorado. The team is fundraising in
order to cover their expenses and ensure they can take the trip.
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The Grand Valley State University football team
released its 2009 schedule. The Lakers will play a full
slate of 10 GLIAC games and pick up an 11th game
with the first of a home-and-home series versus West
Texas A&M. GVSU will begin the 2009 season by
playing four of its first five games on the road.
• Aug. 29

at West Texas A&M (Canyon, Texas), 7 p.m.

• Sept. 5

at Indianapolis, 6 p.m.

• Sept. 12
• Sept. 19
• Sept. 26

Saginaw Valley State, 7 p.m.
at Ferris State (Big Rapids, Mich.), 7 p.m.
at Michigan Tech (Houghton, Mich.), 6 p.m.

• Oct. 3
• Oct. 10

Tiffin (Family Day), 7 p.m.
at Hillsdale (Hillsdale, Mich.), 2:30 p.m.

• Oct. 17

Findlay (Homecoming), 7 p.m.

• Oct. 24

at Ashland (Ashland, Ohio), 1 p.m.

• Oct. 31

Northern Michigan, 7 p.m.

• Nov. 7

Wayne State, 1 p.m.
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• The track to a championship: Throwers
The fifth part in a series of weekly stories that will examine the
main events that make the track, field sport.
specifically to increase throwing power, has
produced multiple All-Americans and school
records in each of Young’s seasons at GVSU. The
Despite being physically the largest athletes in leakers will likely add more to the list this year,
the field, track and field throwers are often pushed
including Abromavicius.
aiide. But Grand Valley State University’s shot put,
The pressure of the meets is reduced by
discus, weight and hammer athletes do not mind competing at home in the leaker Turf Building,
this at all.
where he is in a comfortable setting, he said.
“We kind of seclude ourselves,” said assistant TTiis has helped the sophomore quickly become a
throwing coach Cory Young.
leader.
In the Laker Turf Building,
“It’s been nice to have
“Some
people
throwers are confined to the far
(Abromavicius) around,” Young
end of the facility. Outside, the
are really good at
said. “He’s been a good influence
throwing is usually done on a
on the kids.”
weight because
different field entirely.
Abromavicius spent years
Young is in his third season
they've never done
competing at a high level in
at GVSU and has hand-picked
Lithuania, where he lived before
it.”
his young squad, including
coming to GVSU. The Lakers
stand-out sophomore Aleksas
have one of the few facilities in
CORY YOUNG
Abromavicius who has won
the country that allow throwers
ASSISTANT THROWING
several meets already this year.
to practice their preferred event
COACH
“I try to recruit athletes so
indoors.
that we have people who can do
The GVSU track and field team
two or three events,” Young said.
will host the Grand Rapids Open on Friday, with a
This is particularly true in the weight toss, special discus event being held one day earlier.
an indoor-specific event where a weighted ball
- 35 pounds for men, 20 pounds for women - is
gw ’ieman @ lantIwrn x om
wrapped in small net with handles, and launched
after the thrower spins to gain momentum. It is
an uncommon event for athletes until they reach
college competition.
“Some people are really good at weight because
they’ve never done it.” Young said. “Picking up the
weight for the first time, they don't have any bad
habits because nobody has ever taught them the
wrong way.”
Freshman Liz Murphy is among them.
“The technique has to be perfect,” she said.
“People don’t understand that there’s a technique
to it."
Murphy has been throwing since seventh grade,
but competed exclusively in shot put and discus
until coming to GVSU. Despite that, she said
weight is her preferred indoor event.
“When you’re throwing and you get to let go of
it you don't get dizzy,” she said. “I don't (study the
geometry of it), I just throw it.”
The geometry of the sport, releasing the
projectile at a 45-degree angle, helps the athlete
achieve maximum distance on the throw. But
throwing is more than technique and strength.
“The kids work hard when they get here," Young
said. “We had hard working kids that needed the
GVL Archive
right direction. Once you trust the system, things
Full power: GVSU throwers prepare for the Grand Rapids
will work out really well for you.”
Open on Friday The men's team took second in the GVSU
The system, including weight training designed D2 Challenge
By Grant Wieman
GVL Staff Writer
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Division III hockey to compete for national championship
By Emanuel Johnson
GVl. Staff Writer

Grand Valley State University
ranks as a Division II school by
NCAA standards, but the university
also plays host to a handful of
Division III teams as well.
While these teams may enjoy
successful ventures, most do not
enjoy the same recognition as
varsity level sports.
However, the GVSU Division
III men’s hockey team went out
this past weekend and Ux>k its
recognition by securing a spot in
the American Collegiate Hockey
Association National competition.
The Lakers won their first-ever
North
Regional
Tournament
Championship
by
defeating
Northwixxl University 6-4 and
trouncing Davenport University
7-2.
The leakers had a hot start to the
season, opening up with a record at
5-1. The team hit a few snags along
the way, but currently stands at 168.
Heading into this past weekend’s
matchups, many players said they
still felt the sting from last year’s
3-2 overtime loss in the Regional
finals to Calvin College.
“'That was a pretty big
disappointment,”
said
Todd
C’harlesworth, second-year GVSU
head coach. “We were leading 2-1
with 30 seconds left in the game,
but they ended up tying it up and
winning it in overtime. You don’t
get too many chances to play for
a national championship, so this
time around we wanted to take care
business early on so we would have
to worry about the last period.”
The Lakers opened up a 4-1 lead
in the first period against NU.
“I don’t think Northwood really
had any idea what was going on,”
said Andrew Gilgallon, senior
assistant captain. “We ended up
getting into a little bit of foul
trouble later on, but we came back
strong in the third and put them to
bed pretty quickly.”
TTie win marked GVSU’s third
over NU this season.
GVSU did an even greater
number on DU in the regional
finals, as the team controlled the
course of the game while coming
out with a 7-2 win.

“We pretty much had control of
the game from the drop of the puck,”
said sophomore Mathew Schulte.
"Our first periods are usually pretty
solid, and we managed to carry that
over the course of the game.”
Several players said they came
in with the same mindset as they
did against NU.
“We all knew how that felt
last year,” Gilgallon said. “What’s
worse is how you’ve got to sit on
that loss for a year and wait for
another chance. The guys that
were on last year’s team worked
the new guys along just so they’d
understand where we’re coming
from. Davenport really didn’t have
a chance.”
After collecting a regional
championship and building up a
16-8 season record, the Lakers
will now spend their spring break
in Rochester, N.Y., competing
for an ever elusive National
Championship.
Despite
the
overwhelming odds his team
faces, C’harlesworth said he is
pretty confident heading into the
tournament.
“We’re one of 16 teams heading
over there,” he said. “We really
don’t know much about anybody,
other than the other three or four
teams in our league. But we’re
playing well right now, and we’re

starting to click at the right time.
Hopefully when we go down
there we can put on a show and
hopefully come back home with a
championship."
Along with the Division III club
hockey team, GVSU also has a
Division II club team. The Dll team
will host Wright State University in
two games on Friday and Saturday
at Georgetown Ice Arena.
ejohnson @ lanthorn £om

Courtesy Photo / Liz lemaire

Triumphant: GVSU’s Division III
hockey team recently won its first North
Regional Tournament Championship.
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One-day festival to celebrate French culture
. . , dJ

______________________________

____________________________________________________ _

_
Golembeski will moderate
a workshop on learning and
GVL A&E Editor
teaching French Friday night,
Melanie Kloian’s plan may as a precursor to Saturday’s
have seemed crazy: Create a celebration. Other professors in
massive French culture festival GVSU’s French department will
that would unite people from also volunteer to help during the
different universities.
event.
However, after almost a year
Carol Wilson, a GVSU
of hard work, Kloian turned French professor, is one of the
her dream into a reality, and volunteers. She said she often
the product, “Fete de la Culture begins her French 101 classes by
Francaise,” will take place asking students what comes to
Saturday.
mind when
“I thought it
they think
“I
think
it's
really
would be nice to
about France
important that we
have a mixer with
or
French
students from all
have something
people, and
the other local
many times
like this. I'd like for
schools,” Kloian
she
hears
said.
people to realize that
a
lot
of
She developed
stereotypes.
(the French are) not
the idea last year
“I think
unfriendly.”
when she was the
it’s
really
pvri//
tiiloi
/
>iU important
president of the
CAROL WILSON
French Club at
that we have
GVSU FRENCH PROFESSOR
Grand Valley State
J something
University.
- like
this,
Kloian
Wilson said.
approached the Urban Institute “I’d like for people to realize that
for Contemporary Arts in (the French are) not unfriendly.”
Grand Rapids about the event,
The celebration will include
and they agreed to host it. Then, three showings of the French
she searched out sponsors and film “Un SeCret,” French cuisine
began to plan the event.
including cheeses and desserts,
Kloian, a GVSU senior and chocolate and wine tastings, live
French major, planned most of art and music and more. There
the full-day festival herself. A will also be a French marketplace
non-traditional student,she used where attendees can purchase
to create events in her former French-related
goods
from
career, so she was comfortable local, regional and international
with the idea.
vendors.
“She’s been amazing,” said
To figure out all of the
GVSU
Associate
Professor components of the festival,
of French and French Section Kloian said she asked herself
Coordinator Dan Golembeski.
the question, “In a nutshell, what
By Haley Otman

Courtesy Poster

French gala: GVSU senior Melanie Kloian has worked for almost a year on the design and organization of the "Fete de la
Culture Francaiseor French culture festival, which will take place Saturday from 1 to 6 p.m at the UICA in Grand Rapids.
Admission for GVSU students and students of other participating universities and colleges is free

WJi . : / HM t
does French culture mean to
TUbV
Kloian added she js expecting
to see a lot of people, and will
be closing the online RSVPs
Thursday night. An RSVP is not
required, but will ensure a faster
entrance into the celebration.
Wilson said she hopes her
students will learn more about
authentic French culture, and
is giving them extra credit for
attending.
Golembeski is also hoping
for his students to go, because
“France is a lot moreithan food
and fashion,” he said.
All the money i collected
at the door will be added to a
scholarship fund the French
Club created
for
French
students toward the summer
Study Abroad program.
Kloian called it, “Money
raised
by
students
for
students.”
The festival will run from
1 to 6 p.m. on Saturday at the
UICA, and is free to students
and faculty of GVSU, Calvin
and Aquinas colleges and Grand
Rapids Community College.
Admission costs $10 for
other adults, $5 for students
with identification and is free
for children younger than 12
years of age.
The film screenings will be
at 3 p.m., 5 p.m. and 7 p.m., and
the Silent Auction will run from
I to 6 pjm.
For more information and a
complete schedule of events,
visit http://www.gvsu.edu/mll/
frenchfestival.
arts@ lanthorn .com

Local Oscars gala revives
Roaring Twenties
a student committee to he|p with the event.
“(Mills) pulled togsjhe/.a teqn?, 9(,
who have just been phenomenal with what
The Roaring Twenties will retqrq ,tp CJrafid they’ve been able to pull together,” Stampfler
Rapids on Sunday for a special screening of the said.
Academy Awards.
Kaley Novoselich, ,an Advertising and
The Red Carpet Ready event will be
Public Relations major, is on the student
celebrating the 81st annual Academy
committee and wa$ in charge of finding
Awards at Grand Rapids’ Amway Grand
| j
auction items and volunteers. -/j;\ ^.;(i
Plaza Hotel. The goal of the event is
She said the evqnt provides for a fun
a
to raise awareness and funds for West
atmosphere.
* y
Michigan’s growing film industry.
“It’s meant for people to interact,”
It will feature a ‘20s theme with
she said. “It’s your chance to go to the
costume contests and celebrity look-a
Oscars and you're supporting a .good
like contests.
cause at the same time.”
i,, ,
The West Michigan Film
Some of the silent, auction
and Video Alliance is a non- ;
'
items that will be up for bid
profit
organization
that
X include a wine package
was established in 2005.
JaMf' donated
from
Madonna's
Dianna Stampfler, WMFVA’s
vineyard near Traverse City,
marketing chair, said the
Mich, and a copy of “City
alliance’s core purpose is to
Slickers” autographed by Billy
help facilitate the film industry
IBf
Crystal.
with a focus on technical
There will also be items
aspects.
autographed by Tim Allen,
The first Red Carpet Ready *
JBuster Keaton film festival tickets
event was held in 2007 at
and VIP passes to Celebration
Celebration Cinema. With a ‘20s
W
Cinema.
theme this year, Stampfler said the
Mills said two gowns are being
Amway Grand was the perfect place
donated for auction that were worn
to hold the event.
by celebrities at last year’s Academy
“The Amway Grand just really
Awards.
felt like that era,” she said. “It was
More than 100 people from the local
an age of celebration known as the
film industry will be at the event.
Roaring Twenties. People dressed
Tickets for students cost $40 with a
up, people had fun.”
valid student ID, and can be purchased
She said the event, which is going
the day of or in advance.
to be broadcast live on WZZM, is a
Stampfler said the WMFVA really
chance for people who are normally
wanted to provide an affordable
going to watch the Academy Awards
opportunity for students to attend the
at home to come out, dress up and have
event.
fun while also networking with those
If purchased in advance, tickets for
in the industry.
WMFVA members are $70 or $125 per
Student Project Manager Hilary
member couple and $90 or $150 per
Mills is a Hospitality and Tourism
couple for non-members.
Management major who applied for
Tickets can be purchased at http://
the position as an internship.
www.RedCarpetReady.org.
“My emphasis is special event
“It's going to be a hilarious act of
planning, so this is right up my alley,
people dressed up, having a good time
and exactly what I wanted to
and watching the Oscars together,”
do,” she said.
Novoselich said.
She has been planning
jpawlowski@lanthorn.com
the event from start to
£
l rl
finish and put together
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Hidden identity: Mardi Gras reveietb will often don colorful masks and beads in celebration of the festivities

Grand Rapids Mardi Gras to
feature motionless parade
By Haley Otman
GVI. A&E Editor

group of about 12 to 15 businesses
in downtown Grand Rapids.
Several Arena District interns,
all GVSU students, helped with
the logistics of the festival in
different areas.
Trent McCloskey, an Arena
District intern, works with
the
Events
Subcommittee.
He helps iron out details and
keeps communication open and
frequent between businesses.
Another intern, Jamie Hirzel,

Mardi Gras comes to Grand
Rapids this Saturday as the Arena
District of downtown Grand
Rapids will unveil the world’s
first motionless parade.
The parade, made in part by
Grand Valley State University
students, was designed for the
Mardi Gras celebration, said
Arena District President Dennis
Moosbrugger.
A motionless parade
entails several downtown
Event guests will
venues creating their own
be able to walk
floats in front of their
businesses. Event guests
through the parade
will be able to walk the
themselves, going
parade themselves, going
by each business to look at
to each business to
the floats.
look at the floats.
Attendees
are
encouraged to donate
money to the float they like
the best - all money collected will worked to market the event.
go toward charities, and the float Hirzel helped advertise, create
with the most money will win.
and hang up posters, and even
There will be people at each make a Facebook page to help
float throwing out Mardi Gras promote the festival.
beads from 6 pan. to midnight
Moosbrugger said he hopes
Saturday...
the Mardi Gras festival will
The parade will be a part of help the Arena District create an
the Arena District's Maixli Gras awareness for GVSU students,
Festival, complete with drink in addition to Grand Rapids
and Cajun ftxxl specials, belly
residents, of what
dancers, live music and more.
downtown Grand
T^t^ Arena District is a
Rapids has to offer.
One part of
the Mardi Gras
festival that
V

■

Moosbrugger is hoping will
happen is the “Motionless
Minute.”
The “Motionless Minute”
involves all of those “in the
know” to freeze for a minute at
a set time, and all of those “not
in the know” to just continue
business as usual, he said.
“I think it could be tunny,”
McCloskey said, “and it gets
(everyone) involved.”
The “Motionless Minute” was
done at Grand Central Station
once, McCloskey added.
“We’re
pretty
excited,”
Moosbrugger said.
He said he hopes to use social
networking sites Facefcxxik and
Twitter to plan the “Motionless
Minute.”
McCloskey said he hopes
the event makes Grand Rapids a
local Mardi Gras destination for
the future.
The Mardi Gras Festival will
be celebrated Friday. Saturday
and Tuesday. Friday will be the
“Progressive Happy Hour,” with
food and drink specials from 6
p.m. to midnight.
The Motionless Parade will
take place Saturday, also from 6
p.m. to midnight, and Tuesday
will be the Fat Tuesday Cajun
Crawl, with more specials and
entertainment.
For more information, visit
http://w ww.arenad istrictgr.com.
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Award-winning Xu to appear on violin
Assistant Professor
MingHuan Xu to perform
in Artist-Faculty Series

of 'Oscar'
The first Academy
Awdrds Ceremony was
held on May 16, 1929 in
the Blossom Room of the
Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
It was a black-tie affair that
seated very few curious
guests, because the winners
had been announced on Feb.
18.
The films recognized
during the ceremony had to
be released between Aug.
1, 1927 and July 31, 1928.
The winners were first
announced1 on the back page
of the academy’s newsletter,
and on page seven of the
“Variety” newsletter.
The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
was founded in 1927, and
a group of only seven
people was given the task of
developing an awards show.
The actual event was
nothing like the one we
watch on TV today. There
were only about 250 people
there, and the host of the
production was just the
president of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, Douglas
Fairbanks.
Fairbanks simply stood at
the head table, gave a short
speech and read the names
of the winners one by one as
they walked up and accepted
their statues, which were
very similar to the ones we
know today.
The sculpture’s official
title is The Academy
Award of Merit and the
first distribution of one
was not actually during the
ceremony. The first wjnner
for best actor, Emil Jannings,
was going to be in his native
country of Germany at the
titne of the banquet, so he
Wtfs handed his statue before
he left.
As for the often-used
nickname “Oscar,” there
are many different versions
of the story, but one that
has been given more
credibility than most is that
of the Academy’s Executive
Secretary Margaret Herrick.
i! It is said Herrick
got her first look at the
award in 1931, and said it
looked just like her Uncle
Oscar. Columnist Sidney
Skolsky was present during
Herrick’s conversation,
and later used the name in
his copy, “Employees have
affectionately dubbed their
famous statuette Oscar.”
Since then the Oscars
have become one of the
most-watched television
events of the year, drawing
as many as I billion viewers
worldwide. Who will host
the show is always a hot
topic of conversation. This
year, it will be actor Hugh
Jackman.
Notable hosts of the
past include Chris Rock,
Johnny Carson, Billy
Crystal, Whoopi Goldberg
and Bob Hope, who hosted
the occasion a whopping 20
times.
Although the first
Academy Award winners
were announced three
months in advance, nowa
days we have no chance of
knowing who will win our
favorite awards.
The final ballots are
not counted until two days
before the event, and then,
to avoid tipping anyone
off, two winning cards are
printed with each nominee’s
name on them. Later, the
cards bearing the name of
losers are destroyed. Finally,
on the night of the ceremony
the same two vote counters
are accompanied by an
armed guard while they each
transport a set of winning
cards to the hall in separate
vehicles.
So if any bloggers out
there are going to try and
be the first person to tell the
world if Leo finally wins the
Best Actor statue, don’t say
you haven’t been warned.
Catch the Oscars this
Sunday at 8 p.m. on ABC.
jsheick @ lanthorn .com

By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Senior Reporter

MingHuan Xu was once rejected as
a violin student because she was told
her hands were too small, but she never
let it get to her.
Xu, who joined the Grand Valley
State University music department in
fall 2008, will be performing with her
husband Winston Choi tonight as part
of the Artist-Faculty Series.
"My wife is an incredible new
addition to the program,” Choi said.
“It’s one of those recitals that is not to
be missed.”
Valerie Stoelzel, Concert and Arts
Information coordinator, said music
faculty members are encouraged
to perform a recital as part of their
scholarly and creative activity. Xu has
been performing for many years.
She began the violin when she was
in kindergarten in Beijing, and local
music teachers came to her school to
choose violin students.
“They looked at me and said my
hands were too small to play violin,
and I went home that night and cried,”
Xu said.
Xu and her mother then went and
knocked on the door of the music
teachers’ school, and Xu was "accepted
as an exception,” she said.
“Now 1 look back and I’m glad that
my mom took me and we did that,” she
said. “Look how far it’s taken me.”
Xu made her recital debut in Beijing
at 6 years old.
At 11, she won first prize at the
Beijing Young Artists Competition. She
made her New York debut as a soloist
with the New York Youth Symphony at
the age of 18.
“We are proud that MingHuan
Xu has joined the vibrant music
department at GVSU,” Stoelzel said.
“The award-winning violinist has
delighted audiences with her passion,
incredible technique, sensitivity and
charisma.”
Choi, who has been playing the
piano since the age of 6, is assistant
professor and head of piano at the
Chicago College of Performing Arts at
Roosevelt University.
“(Xu) thought it would be nice for
us to collaborate together (for this
concert),” he said.
The recital will begin with Claude
Debussy’s “Sonata in G minor.” Xu
said the piece is sweet, passionate,
sensitive and sensual.
Then, Xu and Choi will go into
“Trigger,” by their friend Mischa
Zupko, which was written specifically
for the duo in 2003. Xu said the piece
is very experimental.
“While we’re playing we’re making
a lot of noises outside of our instruments
called extended techniques," she said.
“People will definitely be thrilled to
hear this piece. It’s so much fun to play

Courtesy Photo / Google Images

Determined dream: GVSU Assistant Violin Professor MingHuan Xu will perform with her husband, Winston Choi, as part of the Artist-Faculty Series. Xu has
been involved in music since she was a young girl in Beijing. Though Xu was initially told her hands were too small to play the violin, Xu and her mother pursued
the issue, and at age 6. Xu made her recital debut in B eijing. Xu joined the GVSU music department faculty in fall 2008. She and Choi will perform "Sonata in G
minor" by Claude Debussy, "Trigger" by Mischa Zupko, "The Stream Flows" by Bright Sheng and "Sonata in A" by Cesar Franck.

and watch as well.”
Following a brief intermission, Xu
will then perform a solo piece called
“The Stream Flows” by Bright Sheng.
The duo will conclude the concert
with Cesar Franck’s “Sonata in A.”
Choi said audience members will
hear a program that is fresh and

rejuvenating.
“It represents us and also represents
a certain type of repertoire,” he said.
“Everything on the program is very
vivid and full of life. We enjoy playing
all of the pieces.”
Xu added it is an honor to share
music with faculty members, peers

The Faculty Brass Quintet performed Tuesday evening in the
Cook-DeWitt Center on Grand Valley State University’s Allendale
Campus as part of the Artist-Faculty Senes. The quintet includes
Kevin Maloney (trumpet), Hunter Eberly (trumpet), Allen French
(horn), Mark R. Williams (trombone) and Jacob Cameron (tuba).

Quintet
brings
brass to life

and students. She said it is also a great
learning experience for her students.
“Ms. Xu’s debut recital at GVSU
promises to be an evening filled with
stunning artistry,” Stoelzel said.
jpawlowski@lanthorn .com
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Tuesday, February 24th
7:30 p.m.
DeVos Center, Room 302E

GVl I Bri Goodyaar

Precision: Horn player Allen French

GVl / Bri Goodyear

800.424.8580 | www.peacecorps.gov

Brass tones: The GVSU brass quintet bows after performing "Quintet No 3" b/
Victor Ewald. The ensemble is made up of faculty in the music department.

and trombone Mark Williams.

Life is calling. How far will you go?
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Calm. Quiet. Peaceful.
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Best Value
on Campus!
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2 &4 Bedroom units
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call us.
grand valley lanthorn

(616)331-2460
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Some units include

all utilities

Starting at $250 per person

DSL available in ALL units!
Visit us on the web <s> GVTownhouses.com

Walk out townhouses with patio
Washers 6. Dryers in every unit
LesS than 2 miles from campus

Call 895-4001
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Majors to share stage, music with minors
GVSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble to perform with high school Honors Band Sunday
M,’ >C
By Liz Reyna
GVL Senior Reporter

GVl Archive / Kim Miller

Passion: The GVSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble plays at the Louis Armstrong
Theater in a past performance The ensemble will team with a high school Honors
Band, featuring top students across the state, and perform together on Sunday

Sweeping the halls with
harmonious music, the Grand
Valley
State
University
Symphonic Wind Ensemble and
a high school Honors Band will
perform together Sunday during
the 18th Annual High School
Honors Band Concert.
The event will be held in
the Louis Armstrong Theater in
the Performing Arts Center on
GVSU’s Allendale Campus, and
will feature top high school band
students from across the state.
The concert is part of a threeday retreat for invited high school
students to visit the campus, learn
from both music professors and
students and perform for friends
and family. •
Students in the band were
required to submit aCD recording
application. Out of 140 students,
75 were selected. This group of
10- 12th graders represent the top
in the state, said Barry Martin,
director of University Bands at
GVSU.
“Most of these students play
first part in their high schools, so
this even is not only a chance for
them to perform in subordinate

roles but also to play high level event, said the concert is a great
literature,” Martin said.
means for students to share in the
Martin added the event, in delight of playing in a diverse
addition to a great learning group.
process, is also a recruitment
“This event really is to
process for GVSU by inviting enrich youth so that they can
students to visit.
get more opportunities to play
As part of the weekend event, with musicians and other talent,"
students
will
Andrews said.
take part in
He added
‘This event really is to
on-campus
a lot of work
activities such
goes
into
enrich youth so that
as movie night
choosing the
they can get more
and recreation
music students
night.
will play.
opportunities to play
Additionally,
Much
of
with musicians and
students
are
the music had
given
open
great meaning
other talent.”
access to the
behind
its
pool during the
choosing,
PAUL ANDREWS
weekend.
Martin said.
EVENT ORGANIZER
Through
Among
its 17 years,
the
songs
the
event
chosen are the
has undergone many changes, l(X)-year-old “First Suite in E-flat
including adding the audition for Military Band” by Gustav
process in 1994, and featuring Holst and the contemporary
a different influential guest 2007 tune “Wild Nights!” by
conductor each year, starting in Frank Ticheli.
2(XX).
Scott
Riemenschneider,
This year’s guest conductor is a 46-year-old GVSU music
James Keene, director of bands education major who will play
at the University of Illinois.
with the Symphonic Wind
Paul Andrews, a GVSU Ensemble, said the SWE will
student who helps organize the play literature at the most

difficult levels in music, which
should be inspiring for high
school students.
/
Andrews said he enjoys
hearing how much students can
progress and learn in just' one
weekend.
“For students who are
listening to us, this should really
wow them and their parents,”
Riemenschneider said. “This
should leave parents with
widened eyes and open mouths
and leave them sayipg ‘This
is what it’s supposed to sound
like,’ which pulls into focus
their student’s own goals and
reassures them this is what their
child is doing.”
The 18th annual High School
Honors Band with Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will perform
from 3 to 5 p.m. Sunday.
The event is free. For more
information call (616) 331-3484
or visit http://www.gvsu.edu/
music.
Ireyna @ lanthorn com

See more: Visit

Lanthorn.com
for band and choir
concert schedules.

Who will be the ‘last Laker standing’?
competition finals to GVSU for
the fourth time.
“We look forward to it
(each year),” said Courtney
Jones, president of Spotlight
Productions.
Leah Timmer, a Comedy
Committee member, said as
a Hospitality and Tourism
Management major, being a part
of the Comedy Committee has
been a great eye opener and a lot
of fun.
The “Last Laker Standing”
competition is based on the popular
TV show “Last Comic Standing,”
and auditions were open to all
GVSU students and faculty.
Fifteen people tried out this year all students. The top 10 competed

in last Friday’s semifinals, and the
top five will compete Friday.
The student comics are judged
by a panel of administrators and
peers that include: Dean Bart
Merkle, Student Senate President
Autumn Trombka and Jones.
The judges vote on each comic’s
performance, and the audience
members are handed ballots
to vote as well. The results are
combined each time to determine
who will move forward toward the
final competition.
The five GVSU students who
made it to Friday’s finals are
Greg Monahan, Greg Kort, Ryan
McKeman.Alexa Hansen andCJ.
Eby.
“I would say they are definitely

All weekend

Saturday

Sunday

•

•

•

Final contestants in
fourth annual comic
competition to take
stage Friday
By Haley Otman
GVl. A&li Editor
Friday night. Grand Valley
State University students will have
the chance to hang out together
and enjoy peer comedy as they
joke about text messaging and
politics.
Spothght Production’s Comedy
Committee will bring the “Last
Laker Standing” student comic

The 64th annual Grand
Rapids Boat Show at
DeVos Place in Grand
Rapids from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m.

•

Friday
•

i•

Grand Rapids Griffins
hockey team at Van
Andel Arena in Grand
Rapids at 7 p.m.
"Tribute to our history in
the arts: SOUL TRAIN" in
the Kirkhof Center Room
2204 at 10 p.m.

•

•

"Fete de la Culture
Francaise: French Culture
Festival" at the UICA in
Grand Rapids at 1 p.m.
Grand Rapids Griffins
hockey team plays the
Lake Erie Monsters at
Van Andel Arena in
Grand Rapids at 7 p.m.
The Intersection hosts
"The Mega '80s" that
begins at 8 p.m.
Holst's the Planets at the
DeVos Performance Hall
at 8 p.m.

•

very funny; it’s stepped up a lot
this
year,”
Jones said.
Last
Friday’s
semifinal
competition
in the Kirkhof
Center’sGrand
River Room
was filled to ______________
capacity, with Dominick
500
people
watching the comedians.
“We’ve had a really good
response,”
said Tyler Van
Doeselaar. the Comedy Committee
chair. “It really has become
something where people look
forward to it each year."

Timmer said people should
probably arrive at Friday’s show
early, because last Friday people
began show ing up before the doors
even opened.
Pete Dominick, the wami-up
comedian for Comedy Central
shows such as “The Daily Show"
and “The Colbert Report,” will
host Friday’s competition. The
semifinals were hosted by a former
“Last Laker Standing” winner who
has gone on to continue in the field
of comedy.
The comics will perform 7 to
10 minutes of original material,
and then the judges and audience
will vote for their favorites. The
top three will win prizes worth
$1,000. FViz.es include a 22-inch

LCD TV, an iPod touch and a
$100 Visa gift card.
Spotlight Prcxluctions will
also serve as a cosponsor for
the "Grand Valley’s Got Talent”
competition during fall 2(X)9’s
Family Weekend.
In addition, the programming
board will have a special showing
of the movie “Twilight” later this
month, and host the power-pop
band Heliogoodbye in March.
The "Last leaker Standing”
finals will be from 9 to 11 p.m.
on Friday in the Kirkhof Center
Grand River R(X>m on GVSU’s
Allendale Campus. Doors will
open at 8:30 p.m.
arts@ lanthorn com

Chiaroscuro Film Series at
the UICA — "Daughter
of Keltoum," France,
2001 at 2:30 p.m.
Red Carpet Ready —
Take 2 at the Amway
Grand Plaza in Grand
Rapids from 8 p.m. to
midnight

** Don't forget the Rapid
(Route 50) Weekend
Connector runs until 2 a.m.
on Fridays and Saturdays.
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APARTMENTS ANDTOWNHOMES
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s655 - S1075

CALL TODAY 457-3450

• 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo style townhomes
• Convenient location to both downtown
and Allendale campus

• Washer/Dryer and Garage included f
• Flexible 6.9.12 month leases
....

-

"Select units only

• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft. ranch
townhomes with full basem'ents
garage included :': ^
• Conveniently located within 7 miles
of Allendale
r ^

• Immediate freeway access

'

TOWNHOMES

s670 -s805

CALL TODAY 453-9999
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CLASSIFIED RATES

DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday

E-mail your classifieds: classifieds#lanthorn.com

FREQUENCY

COMMERCIAL

DEPTS/
NON-PROFIT

2 Issues min.

60C/Word

55</Word

3-4 Issues
5+ Issues

55</Word
50C/Word

50C/Word
45</Word

Announcements

Services

Wanted

West Michigan Career Connec
tions and Health Career Day.
Feb 24, 2pm-6pm at DeVos
place. For more information visit
gvsu.edu/wmccs.

CD/DVD Exchange on Alpine
Ave. & 28th Street buys and
sells games, textbooks, CDs,
DVDs, and collectibles. Visit
their website at www^ddvdejfc
changes.com

Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520.
ext. 226.

Come jdin us for the 5K run
benefiting the Kids’ Food Bas
ket. It will be held a Kirkhof at
noon on March 14th. Donations
Welcome! Contact Emily rpgurNe23@aol.com

Experienced Attorneys just 3
Miles away from Campus. For
more information visit our webs i t e
at
www.davidknoesterplc.com or
call us at 616.895.7300

Need to make an important an
nouncement? The Lanthorn car
help you spread the word
331-2460.

Opportunities
Want to do some free advertis
ing? Students and staff can
submit classifieds online at
www.lanthorn.com.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn at
331-2460 for more information.

Employment
Summer Camp Positions: Make
a difference in the life of a child!
Summer therapy camp for chil
dren with physical disabilities.
Located on shore of Lake Supe
rior in Big Bay, Ml. Positions
available for Counselors, Water
front, Instructors for Nature/Arts
& Crafts/Recreation, Nurses,
Therapists, Food Services, and
Auxiliary. Must be enthusiastic,
responsible, and love children.
June 14 through August 9. Sal
ary, room & board, and experi
ence of lifetime provided. Call
or write for application informa
tion, Bay Cliff Health Camp,
P.O. Box 310, Big Bay, Ml
49808, (906) 345 9314, e-mail
BayCliffHC@aol.com. Visit us at
www.baycliff.org

CD and DVD Exchange buys
and sells: CDs, DVDs, text
books, games, and collectibles!
Visit
www.cddvdexchanges.com or
call 616-785-0251 for more in
formation.
Westshore Communications:
Free Motorola 776 phone! Offer
good through Feb 29th. Call at
616-892-4445 or visit at 5596
Lake Michigan Dr. (Next to
Plantengas)

Let the rewards begin! Open a
free Checking Plus account and
get a $ 100 Visa gift card. Call
616-892-5111 or visit 5111
Lake Michigan Dr. in Allendale.

Spanish speaking daycare pro
vider. Weekdays starting at 5
AM. Full time up to 5 years old.
Food program SIA accepted. In
front of Godwin Middle School.
Call Lisa 243-8228.

Solace Counseling Services:
Private and confidential coun
seling for family and individuals
in Allendale. Located at 11304
Edgewater Dr. Suite D. For
more
information
call
616-892-1070.

Trying to serve Grand Valley
and the neighboring commu
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you
by placing your ad! 331-2460.

Need help? Find it by running
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call
331-2460 to get started today.

Housing
Copper Beech Townhomes.
NOW LEASING FOR ‘09-’10! 1,
2, 3, OR 4 bedroom townhomes! Call 616-895-2900 or
visit www.cbeech.com.
University Townhouses and
Apartments...starting at only
$250/person and less than 2
miles away from Allendale cam
pus! Call 616-895-4001 or visit
GVTownhouses.com
For Rent newer 4 bedroom
home. Low utilities. Walking
distance to GVSU bus stop,
downtown campus and night
life. $1400 + utilities/month. 269
624 1135
Homes for Rent: Three and Four
Bedroom Houses, minutes from
downtown campus. All appli
ances plus Washer and Dryer.
$600/month. Call Courtney
616-516-2699
or
email
c_hill1000@comcast.net

Entertainment
Have an upcoming event yoi
want to publicize? Submit youi
event to our free entertainmeni
calendar online at www.lanthom.com.

'

i

Miscellaneous
Looking for up-to-date news
and events? Look no further!
Come check us out on the web
at www.lanthorn.com. If your
student organization has some
thing to say, post it with us! We
keep you informed. For contact
information feel free to e-mail
lanthorn@gvsu.edu or call
616-331-2460.

Experienced Attorneys
3 Miles from Campus

331-2460

Calls taken Monday Friday, 9-5

Super Crossword
ACROSS

1 Scamp
7 Wetmaraiw s
warning
10 Corrida
victim
14 Cheer
leader's
maneuver
19 '59 Marly
Robbins hit
20 Caviar
21 The Four —
22 Stadium
23 Speaker of
a remark at
45 Across
25 Dashboard
feature
27 Corpulent
28 Docile
29 Laugh loudly
30 “Cornin’ —
the Rye"
31 Impressed
immensely
33 "The Stepford
Wives"
author
36 “Carmen"
composer
38 Jose of
“Moulin
Rouge”
41 Rock's Iron

54 — brakes
55 "— volente"
56 Willingly,
once
58 Journalist
Jacob
59 Plot
62 Link
64 Delibes
opera
66 “Spartacus"
setting
67 Persian,
presently
68 Make a
necklace
70 Part 2 of
remark
74 Glen
75 Cookbook
author
Smith
76 Yemeni
seaport
77 February
forecast
79 Dismay
80 Composer
Copland
82 Paint layer
83 Recedes
87 Sodom
escapee
88 Cantata

_
90 Shook up
92 Palindromic
43 Jeroboam
preposition
contents
44 Gentle as — 93 Part 3 of
remark
45 Start of
remark
98 Sgt. Bilko
100 “An apple
50 Fireplace
—..."
fuel
51 “Rodeo," for 101 Fancy
102 Jacket style
one
2

1

3

4

103 Lid
105 Masters' “—
River
Anthology"
106 Palliative
107 “Rule
Britannia"
composer
108 QE II section
110 Epps or
Vizquel
112 Officeholders
115 “Samson
and Delilah"
composer
118 End of
remark
121 Right a
wrong
122 Social
climber
123 Crowd
124 January
stoat
125 Correctional
126 Sundance's
sweetie
127 Use a
crowbar
128 Kant subject
DOWN

1 Scuba site
2 — mater
3 Primer
pooch
4 Mushroom
part
5 Hibachi
residue
6 Hang
around
7 Harsh
8 Something
to skip?

1 n! r
J
_■
20

19

24

23
28

27

38

34

|41

40

39

L

11

151

50

52

12

J3 I

14

136

35

15

16

17

18
%

22

29

■

30

37

|43

42

45

44

DESTINY’S CHILD

89 Tony,
48 Notre
9 Musical
Oscar, and
Dame's
syllables
Edgar
river
10 Make lace
90 Don —
49 Basil or
11 Wind
Braxton
91 Farmer's
instrument
52 Joan Van —
place
12 Scout's job
94 Italian
53 Branch
13 Dept, of
city
Labor div.
57 Panache
59 Bewitching
95 Quail
14 Houston or
bunch
feature
Huff
60 Mass com 96 — -Magnon
15 Twisted
97
Lennon’s
munication?
treat
61 Golfer
lady
16 Mythical
99 Computer
Hogan
river
acronym
63 Beside one
17 Like some
102 He runs a
self
gases
dip joint
65 George
18 Tropical
Eliot novel 103 Pack
tuber
peppers
66 Change the
24 Youngster
decor
104 Soubise
26 Runs circles
ingredient
68 Subordinate
around?
105 Perfume
to
31 Prepare for
106 Lea lament
69 Gladden
combat
107 PDQ,
71 Paving
32 “Dragnet"
material
politely
star
109 Vacation
72 Wagner
33 Navel
sensation
heroine
store?
73 Insipid
110 Aroma
34 Maestro de
111 Melville title
75 Spanish
Waart
start
surrealist
35 Filly
78 Nice time of 112 Medical
physician
year
suffix
37 Sedentary
80 Sore
113 Tempo or
38 Hairpiece
81
"So
that's
Rota
39 “The Time
your game!" 114 WWII
Machine"
gun
82 Stallion's
people
son
116 — Aviv
40 Frenzy
84 German
117 Federal
41 Sphere
agey
auto
42 Singer/actor
engineer
118 MischiefEd
maker
85 Cheese43 Keen
119 Bonanza
board
46 Regulatory
material
choice
agey.
86 Cassandra 120 Actress
47 Unimprov
Thurman
or Merlin
able

8

5

53
60

56

46

47

54

155
162

61

48

49

85

86

63

In i

Roommates

(70

Looking for 4th tenant to sign
$3,180 12 month lease with 3
boys at Country Place. Please
call 810-814-7679 or email waltonky@gmail.com
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach students
who need a place to live. Call
331 -2460 to set up your ad!

Lost & Found

71

183

79

188

87

95

96

97

M01

1100
104

Un
107

a 108

115

116

13 114
119 120
If 24

121

Missing car keys? Found class
notes or a student ID? Advertise
with us at 331-2460 and let the
Lanthorn help you find whai
you’re missing.

84

89

93

Hiring? Get in touch with thou
sands of people who may be
looking for work! Contact the
Lanthorn at 331-2460.

Allendale Campus

J5.°° per week up to 20 words,
Each additional word 25C.

32

Whether you’re selling, leasing
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals you have to offer!

0051 KIRKHOF

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:

128

127

126

125
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ttVestshore
Communications

UIE BUY RI1D SELL
GAMES TEXTBOOKS

CDS

DVDS (OUEtTIBUS

www. dav idknocstcrple.com

5596

6/11 < MIC AN D»
AlUNDAH 641 49401

MOTOfiOlA 1776

3959 28th St.

Comstock Park

Grand Rapids

49321

49512

LA*(

Til 616-892-444*)

Wtnt|

3728 Alpine Ave.

gstf

Sprint

(616) 785-0251

(616) 940-1460

www.cddvdexchanges.com

Allendale/ GVSU
318R UC Michigan Dr

CM 8086777

:

Pregnancy Center
Allendale
4623 I.ake Michigan I>r.
Allendale, MI 49401

Lakeshore
of

(next to Speedway)

\

616-895-1893

-

Offering Free
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<
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Large Pizza w/ 1 Tbpping

$5.25

FYivate and
families arid i
Specialties include: anxiety,
parenting issues, as well a
military persons and

Onto* <»k 20000

Offer Good Only • h
Coupon ooii

howleeoom

11V34 Ldfcywater Dr. Suite P. elo-ftQZ-IOfp
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Thursday, February 19, 2009

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Career Day
February 24,

2009

SBring severarcopies of your resume
v Keep resume copies in a folder to
v Dress business professional
• Men: Dress shirt, tie, suit pants
• Women: Dress shirt, suit pants

SBring a notebook and pen to take notes while
talking to employers
*Be hygienically smart

2:00pm6:00pm
DeVos Place
303 Monroei

• Clean shaven
® Dirt-free fingernails
• Brushed hair
• Limited facial piercings

fewest xSmfjF'

Avoid at M co\t\
vfPoor eye contact with employer
SIndefinite answers - may be perceived as lack of
interest in the company

SPoor grammar or diction - a job offer could be the
difference between “yeah" and “yes“

S\Lack of planning for career - you may not know
exactly what you want to do, but an employer

For more information:
www. gvsu. edu/wmccs

wants to know you have goals and aspirations
Lack of confidence - it could be just nerves, but
an employer may see it as weakness

the

yen
met
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g m,§
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in
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of tfa employer* Jin employer is more opt to
fj$*e an individual udjo expanse* interest in and knoud~
edge of fa or far company.

• Media/Communications • Law Enforcement
• Health Services
• Banking
• Govemment/Military
* Retail
• Non-profit organizations

303C DeVos
February 18 12:00pm KC2201

